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First wrc bomber's threat foreshadowed Sept. 11
t
i

NEW YORK (AP) — After the strikes at multiple targets rather than
1993 attack on the World Trade single locations; and halted public
Center, investigators discovered that activities that could connect them
conspirator Nidal Ayyad had left with religious or political zealots.
behind a chilling computer message:
-Terrorists have not only long
"Next time, it will be very precise." memories, they have infinite
The note — along with evidence patience," said Edith E. Flynn, profrom past cases of terrorism — fessor of criminal ju'Stice at
giveaftinsight into a more than Northeastern University.'They cerdecade-long learning curve that cul- tainly learn from their mistakes."
minated in the devastating Sept. 11
Robert Blitzer, former chief of
attack.
domestic counter-terrorism for the
At the outset, poorly funded and FBI,said the use of would-be marmistake-prone terrorists labored to tyrs has given terrorists a wicked
develop technical expertise to kill weapon.
large numbers of people with
"They have moved forward by
bombs. But a review of New York enlisting more people willing to
terrorism cases shows a pattern of give up their lives for their idea of
growing sophistication, far better their religion." Blitzer said.
financing and more elaborate plan"They've constantly looked for
ning.
bigger and better ways," he said.
Conspirators moved away from "This has been a logical progresthe use of explosives; began sion."
employing suicide missions as a priThe financial picture for terrormary tactic; plotted simultaneous ists has improved considerably, too.

[he mastermind of the 1993 World
Trade Center attack — when a bomb
planted in a van in an underground
garage exploded, killing six people
— said the strike occurred at the end
of the month because the perpetrators had run out of rent money.
Court testimony shows the 1993
trade center conspirators spent only
about four months plotting the
attack, and drew on a bank account
of less than $10,000.
The Sept. 11 attack was planned
over several years and bankrolled
with $500,000. according to a law
enforcement official who spoke
only on condition of anonymity.
The 1993 trade center conspirators were known to have attended
lectures led by militant Sheik Omar
Abdel-Rahman. The Sept. 11 conspirators took great pains to blend
seamlessly into their communities.
Flynn said terrorists learn from
court trials such as the one this sum-

mer in which four of Osama bin
Laden's followers were convicted in
the Aug. 7, 1998, bombings of two
U.S. embassies in Africa. The trial
revealed that the terrorists had
become suspicious of potential
informants in their midst.
"They are following those trials
and they're looking at the evidence," Flynn said. For instance, she
said, the use of government wiretaps
in a series of cases over the past
decade appears to have made terrorists less reliant on telephones.
In New York, court testimony
shows, the FBI's early encounters
with Middle East terrorists came in
1989, when agents trailed visitors to
a Brooklyn office that recruited
Muslims to fight in Afghanistan.
An FBI agent observed two of
them training with guns on Long
Island. With them was El Sayyid
Nosair, who in 1990 assassinated
militant rabbi Meir Kahane in

, Tragedy
inspires
7-yearold boy
By MICHELE CARLTON
Kentucky New Era
HOPKINSVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Joshua Urie is too young to comprehend the tragedy on Sept. 11 when
four hijacked airliners crashed in
New York City, Washington. D.C.
and western Pennsylvania.
Yet the 7-year-old was determined to build a wooden replica of
the World Trade Center for his room.
"This is a skyscraper." the
Hopkinsville boy said as his brown
eyes focused on his creation. "It got
crashed by airplanes. All the people
working died. It was sad."
Woodworker Jeff Hickcox of
Canton helped his nephew on the
project. The two started constructing
the 6-foot.tall wooden model
Sunday morning.
"He had his choice of what to
build. He chose a skyscraper,"
Hickcox said."I knew exactly where
he was coming from. He had seen
the World Trade Center on television
and wanted a model just like it."
Joshua's mother, Kelli Ling, said
she and her son were watching television Sept. 11 when the crashes
occurred in New York City and
Washington D.C.
"He was glued to the screen. He
had a lot of questions." Ling said. "I

II See Page 2
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MY BEAUTIFUL BALLOONS ... Tenants of Forrest View Apartments here, as well as community leaders, released balloons Saturday in remembrance of those touched by the terrorist
attacks last month. The release was part of fund raising efforts to benefit World Trade Center
and Pentagon victims.

TUBA DE FORCE ... A
trio of tuba players from
Henderson
County
High School march in
line during Saturday's
Festival of Champions.
Murray High, Calloway
County and Marshall
County were three local
bands that participated
in the all-day event. For
information,
winner
check page 5 of today's
Ledger & Times.
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Ky.'s Patton, other
govs, take on NYC
to boost business

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger &
Times photo

Iteilnity lean

Manhattan.
At the time, Nosair was considered a crazed, isolated gunman. It
wasn't until after the 1993 trade center bombing, which ,resulted in the
convictions of his two Long Island
companions,that the FBI realized he
was part of a terrorism network.
Soon,the FBI was treating term
ists like organized crime, relying
heavily on wiretaps, surveillance
and turncoat defendants to learn
about its adversary.
Using a $1 million informant and
wiretaps, the FBI unearthed a plot in
mid-1993 to blow up the United
Nations, FBI headquarters, two tunnels and a bridge.
The wiretaps caught the architect
of that failed mission mocking the 1993 trade center bombers — especially one who rented a van in his
own name and then returned after
the attack to collect a $400 deposit.
The FBI was waiting for him.

them,- said Huckabee.
They were joined by New York
Gov. George Pataki. to whom they
presented shopping bags from
Macy's with supplies they purchased for World Trade Center rescue workers, including underwear.
socks and T-shirts.
Earlier in the day, the group visited Ladder Co. 3 of Battalion 6 on
East 13th Street. where 12 firefighters are missing in the collapse of the
twin towers.
"While we all walk through this
with a veil of grief, it's important
that New York and Washington fight
back. The best way is to see the
country grow and prosper,- said
Washington
Mayor
Anthony
Williams. whose city also faces an
economic slump as a result of the
attack on the Pentagon.
Washington's Reagan National
Airport remains closed.
Williams accompanied the governors to New York on an American
,Airlines flight from the BaltimoreWashington International Airport.
, In midtown Manhattan, they had
ldnch at the Carnegie Deli, where
they enjoyed New York fare such as
lox and bagels. Rueben sandwiches
and cheesecake

II See Page 2

Weather folklore abundant here
By BERRY CRAIG
For The Associated Press
You know it is autumn in Kentucky when Isia
isabella makes its mad dash across Kentucky backroads. Isia, better known as the wooly bear caterpillar.
is more than a harbinger of falling leaves, frosty pumpkins and football.
For eons, this furry fellow has been sworn by —
and sometimes worn at — as a prognosticator of winter weather.
Reading a wooly bear is simple. said Pat Hodges.
coordinator of manuscripts and folklore archives at
Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green.
"The color of wooly worms tells us what weather to
expect in winter." she said. "The dark colors on them
mean bad weather and the light colors mean mild
weather. The position of the colors on the worms determine the time the different types of weather that will
come."
For example, all-black fuzz portends plenty of snow

and cold; all-brown means a milder winter. If a wooly
worm has black bands on each end and a reddishbrown one in the middle, we're in for a cold start and
finish to winter with a warm-up in between. The wider
the bands, the more cold or warm the.weather, or so it
is said.
By any hue. wooly bears fail as forecasters. said Dr.
Leon Duobinis-Gray. a biology professor at Murray
State University.
"The blacker caterpillars are just the younger ones."
he said. "As caterpillars get older. the black decreases."
Old or young. a lot of wooly bears get flattened. It
seems some primordial instinct sends them scurrying
across highways to face being squashed into oblivion
by speeding cars and trucks. Many of those that survive the motorized gauntlet fall victim to other critters.
But if they Ii c long enough. the caterpillars grow

•See Page 2
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NEW YORK (AP) — Five governors, including Kentucky's Paul
Patton. and the mayor of
Washington. D.C. descended on
New York on Sunday, shopping and
having fun to prove that the World
Trade Center terrorist attack has not
wiped out America's economic spirit.
"While we all still grieve and feel
the loss, the pain, we also know it's
time to return to the normalcy of
life.". Maryland Gov. Parris
Glendening said. "It's about going
back to shopping. going out to dinner, to the theater. We want to make
sure that Osama bin Laden did not
kill our spirit or our economy."
Bin Laden is the prime suspect in,
the attack.
Speaking in front of the New
Amsterdam Theatre, in midtown
Manhattan. before a performance of
"The Lion King,- Clendening
joined Patton. Mike Huckabee, of
Arkansas: Ronnie Musgrove. of
Mississippi: and Don Sundquist. of
Tennessee.
Glendening.
Patton
and
Musgrove are Democrats: Sundquist
and Huckabee are Republicans.
"Regardless of where we live.
we're very much behind the people
of New York. We stand behind
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To the families....
Ow"
Our deepest sympathy.
VP'
To the rescuers....
lit Our heartfelt thanks.
To the country....
Our undying support.
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Pair of
Minnesota
unions go
on strike

KRISTY HOPPERIedger & Times photo

BODY SHOP FIRE ... Three trucks and seven firefighters from Calloway County Fire-Rescue
responded to a shop fire at 147 Van Cleave Road on Thursday. The shop, owned by Paul
Woods Sr.. was a total loss. There were no injuries, and CCFR was on the scene for two
hours. Pictured are firefighters on the scene.

PoliceSheriff'sLogs
Kentucky State Police
• For the week of Sept. 23-29, Kentucky State Police Post 1 in
Mayfield opened 42.criminal cases; made 40 criminal arrests; worked 22
accidents; answered 232 complaints; and made 12 DUI arrests. No fatalities were reported during the week.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
• Two local men lodged in the Calloway County Jail were served
indictments over the weekend. John R. Williams, 40, 6381 U.S. 641 S.,
Hazel, was served with charges of first-degree sodomy and three counts
of third-degree rape. He is being held at the jail on $15,000 cash, property or surety bond. .
John Wesley Sanders, 19,204 Blood River Road, New Concord, was
served with charges of first-degree manufacturing rriethamphetamine,
first-degree possession of a controlled substance and possession of
drug paraphernalia. He is currently lodged at the jail on $30,000 cash
bond.
• A Hazel woman received minor injuries in a motorcycle accident
Saturday. Carte Staples, 40, 1360 Osborne Road, was southbound on
U.S. 641 South when she rounded a curve while her motorcycle's kickstand was down.
The kickstand caught on the pavement and caused the motorcycle to
leave the roadway. It then overturned in a ditch, and Staples was thrown
off into the grass.
Staples was treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for bruises to her chest.
— Information gathered from reports,
citations and logs from respective agencies

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) - The
state's two largest public employee
unions went on strike today in a dispute over wages and health benefits,
idling as many as 28,000 employees.
Involving about half the state's
workers, the strike would be the
largest government work stoppage
in the state's history and the first
since a 22-day strike in 1981.
Employees involved in the
action included highway maintenance workers, tax collectors, janitors, office clerks and parole officers. Those unaffected included
state police officers, prison guards,
state college teachers and forest
firefighters
Gov. Jesse Ventura said in a
statement that giving the unions
more money would have resulted in
service cuts and layoffs. Employee
Relations Commissioner Julien
Carter said a slowing economy
made fiscal prudence essential.

RegionalBriefs
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Nobody won Saturday's Lotto South jackpot,
meaning the jackpot will increase to $7 million on Wednesday.'
The numbers drawn Saturday night were 2, 24, 27, 38, 40 and 41.
A total of 27 tickets matched five of six numbers to win $1,475 each, and
1,903 tickets matched four numbers to win $82.

Police search for mall robbery suspect
Sgt. John Pasquariello said the
"brazen armed robbery" occurred
Sunday in Macy's department store
located at the Promenade Mall in
suburban Woodland Hills.
Someone called 911 and officers
arrived within five minutes, police
said. One suspect was immediately

LOS ANGELES (API — Police
on Monday searched for a robbery
suspect who disappeared in the frantic rush of customers following a
failed heist at a mall jewelry counter. A second suspect V‘ as killed in a
gun battle with police.
Police Department spokesman
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customer told her about the robbery.
Terrill said she and three other
women hurried out of the department store.
"Meanwhile, the cops had come.
They had their rifles drawn and we
heard five shots as we walked out of
Macy's. It was very quick, bingbing-bing-bing-bing," Terrill said.
Maria Keller said she received a
telephone call from her uncle shortly after watching a television news
broadcast about gunfire erupting at
the mall.
The 25-year-old said her uncle,
aunt, grandmother and 7-month-old
cousin were in Macy's and were
herded by employees into a storage
room behind a gift wrap counter.
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Tax-free Bonds
Murray Independent School District
Call Date
4.625%
Coupon
Call Price
Maturity 9/1/21
paid
Interest
98.652
Price
Yield to Maturity...4.73%
Rating

9/11/11
$101.00
March 1
Sept. 1
AA3 by
Moody's

Yield effective 9,28/01. subject to availability. Yield and market value
may fluctuate if sold prior to maturity.

into majestic Tiger Moths. The wooly bear isn't a daredevil by nature.
Duobinis-Gray said. It is just looking for a snug place to hole up for the
winter.
"When we get a warm day in the fall, they start moving like crazy to
find shelter for the winter, under logs or leaves or whatever," he said.
Science aside, there is a fundamental problem with wooly bears as winter predictors. On any given stretch of Kentucky roadway — no more than
100 yards of blacktop even — you're apt to spot them in a multitude of
color combinations.
Weather isn't that localized, even in Kentucky, forecasters say. In any
event, the folklore archives in western Kentucky bulge with other examples forecasting.
Here is a sample, courtesy of coordinator Hodges:
• Lightning in winter means colder weather.
• If chairs creak more than usual or your ears ring, look for rain.
• Thunder before 7 o'clock means rain before II o'clock.
• When cobwebs are plentiful on a foggy morning, expect fair weather.
• As a dove begins to coo, winter is over.
wThe first dozen days after Christmas foretell weather for the next 12
months.
• If a cat sits with its back to the fire, the weather is about to change.
• When pigs collect things to make a bed, it will turn cold.

Call or stop by today
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Tennessee is the first state to enact a law
modeled after one proposed by the Coalition Against Insurance Fraud.
The state now has one of the toughest laws in the country against insurance fraud.
The new law went into effect July 1. It strengthens penalties against fraud
in all kinds of insurance, including automobile, property and casualty, and
health insurance. It helps prosecutors get convictions of people who commit
or attempt to commit fraud.
It also lets insurance companies file lawsuits in civil court to recover
money obtained through fraud.
For consumers, the law could help contain spiraling insurance premiums
and makes it a crime for insurance companies and agents to commit fraud.
It requires insurance companies to place anti-fraud warnings on all claims
forms.
The law makes it illegal for any person who "knowingly and with intent to
defraud" presents any information "which contains false representations as
to any material fact, or which withholds or conceals a material fact" on any
insurance application and claim for payment or benefits under an insurance
policy.
"Having the new law could help contribute to maintaining a stable and
healthy insurance market because the companies will be able to more precisely assess risk, and that could help keep our insurance costs from going
up," said Marilyn Elam, spokeswoman for the state Department of
Commerce and Insurance.
"Insurance fraud contributes to increased insurance premiums for everybody. And parts of the law — like the fraud statements on claim forms — help
increase public awareness that insurance fraud is a crime, with the overall
goal of helping keep fraud down."

• Weather ...
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shot and killed, Pasquariello said.
By early today (Monday), police
completed an inspection of the mall,
accounting for all customers and
employees. An accomplice escaped,
pretending he was a member of the
crowd evacuating the mall,
Pasquariello said.
Police found a gun in a parking
lot and believed it may have been
dropped by the suspect, he said,
Police initially believed hostages
had been taken when customers and
workers called them on cellular
phones from their hiding places.
Authorities also raised the possibility that there was a third suspect.
Jean Terrill said she was in the
jewelry department when another
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• Patton ...
From Front

1

And before curtain time, they
visited Sardi's restaurant in the
Theater District.
A huge, bustling crowd filled the
sidewalk in front of the 42nd Street
theater, prompting Pataki to say: "It
may be raining, but take a look —
the lights are on, there are thousands
of people. the restaurants are open.
New York is open. New York is
back, stronger than ever!"
The group planned to repeat the
fun spree in Washington, leaving
New York's John F. Kennedy
International Airport on Monday
morning.
In the nation's capital. they will
visit the Smithsonian Institution's
Museum of American History.

Clarification
Calloway County High School
Ashley
Queen
Homecoming
Iglesias, pictured on the front page
of Saturday's Ledger & Times, was
shown fourth from the left, not the
right as the caption read.
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sponsored by Goshen United
Methodist Church.
Our Mission is to spread the
word of God through music,
skits, and inspirational readings. Our goal is
to provide a neutral atmosphere for
Christians of all demoninations to bring
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dinner and entertainment weekly.
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Murray, KY
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which is featuring an exhibit on the
restoration of the Star-Spangled
Banner, the historic American flag
that inspired the national anthem.
They'll also visit the damaged
Pentagon.
"It is time to get about business,"
said Patton, who was accompanied
by his wife, Judi, and 11-year-old
granddaughter, Paige.
Glendening, whose staff set up
the trip, said the idea arose during
conference calls between governors
last week on how to deal with the
aftermath of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks.
The governors are concerned
about the effect on the economy,
especially the travel industry.
"We are still in a psychological
funk," said Glendening. "People are
not flying, not staying in hotels."
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7:00-9:00 p.m.

6 oz. Sirloin

with
baked potato, or
fries, salad, roll,
drink & dessert
$8.00 per person

• Inspires ...
From Front
just told him some horrible people
did this. I don't think it really sunk
in. I don't think he thought it was
real."
Later in the week, Joshua
sketched a drawing of the building
using the shapes he learned as a
first-grader at Belmont Elementary
School.
"At the bottom is an elevator
with doors that open and shut. The
middle part has windows. The top
has rectangles and a square and a
triangle," Joshua said, pointing to
his primary version of a blueprint.
"I made a drawing so Uncle Jeff
could make one."
Although Hickcox constructed
the main building. Joshui was
responsible for gluing on the structure's windows before they were
permanently nailed down.
Hickcox said Joshua was the
architect.
"The World Trade Center
inspired Josh to draw the skyscraper
like this," he said.
The wooden model now stands
outside Joshua's home on Braden
Street. The miniature building
serves as a tribute to the thousands
who died as a result of the terrorist
attacks, Hickcox said.
"This is a horrible tragedy," he
said. "I believe a model like this is a
symbol that could hold a special
place in someone's heart."
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Fear drives purchases of gas masks, antibiotics
scattered in Times Square - these the Sept. II terrorist attacks in New
are the poor man's hydrogen York and Washington, sales clerk
Robert Finstein said. Normally, the
bombs."
Some pharmacies have reported place sells about one gas mask per
a run on the antibiotic Cipro in case month.
Some shoppers at the store, howof anthrax, a deadly bacterium that
some fear could be used in a bioter- ever, could not fathom buying a gas
mask.
rorism attack.
"I don't think I want to wrap my
Dr. Hugh McLaughlin of
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, has been mind around the consideration of
writing patients prescriptions. "To that," said Donna Davidson. "I'd
me this is like a bee-sting kit," prefer to live in denial a little
McLaughlin said. "You have one or longer." She also questioned
two in your pocket and a little more whether a gas mask would save anyat home."
one.
The Ohio Health Department
The manager of a West Los
said prescribing antibiotics for fear Angeles surplus store, John Edell,
of biological terrorism attack "fos- said that masks are designed for difters the misuse of antibiotics and ferent kinds of gases and are not
may deate an unwarranted sense of useful unless the owner knows what
panic. It is not advised."
kind of gas to guard against. And the
Army Navy Surplus USA, on masks won't protect in a biological
Chicago's North Side, has sold more warfare attack, he said. But "we tell
than 6,000 masks - at about $40 (customers) that and they freak out
each - and chemical filters since and buy it anyway," he said.

Trade Center is not the worst thing
.By The Associated Press
Claudine Jordan trembled and that could happen," Hugh Brock,
struggled to speak after the sales owner of Brock's Army Surplus in
clerk at Chicago's Army Navy Decatur, Ga., which sold out of gas
Surplus USA store told her that he masks along with hundreds of other
would sell her only two gas masks, such stores around the country, in
not the six she wanted for her fami- big cities and small towns.
After a daylong fruitless search
ly.
"You tell me who I should save for gas masks for his entire family,
in my family," Jordan demanded. Atlanta businessman Dexter Berry
wasn't giving up. "We're going to
"What child should I save?" .
Around the country, the changing need one. It's just a matter of when,"
face of civilian preparedness now he said. "I want to carry one everywhere I go."
wears a gas mask.
The demand is obvious on Web
Americans are buying the masks
along with water purifiers, antibi- sites that sell survivalist gear or litotics and survival manuals amid erature. On eBay, new Israeli gas
fears that have arisen since the masks were going for more than
hijackings Sept. 11 that terrorists $150 Thursday.
On Amazon.com, the No. 2-sellmay also have been planning chemical or biological attacks from crop- ing book was about germ warfare,
dusters and trucks packed with haz- advertised with the hook: "Deadly
germs sprayed in shopping malls,
ardous materials.
"People have realized that flying bomb-lets spewing anthrax spores
a plane into the side of the World over battlefields, tiny vials of plague

Lexington prepared for
biological
attack
(AP)-Lexington

LEXINGTON, Ky.
has a head start on other cities
concerned about a possible biological or chemical terrorist attack because
of its proximity to the Blue Grass Army Depot.
The depot, about 30 miles away in Madison County, is a storage facility for chemical weapons. Prevailing winds would drive an accidental or
deliberate release from the depot away from Lexington, said Don
Broughton, the county's coordinator for the chemical response program.
People in the cloud's path would be evacuated to Lexington, with the
University of Kentucky hospital receiving the first casualties. For years,
the UK hospital has had a chemical decontamination chamber that can be
set up in minutes-outside the emergency room. Construction under way to
change the hospital's emergency room entrance includes a permanent
decon chamber.
Hospital officials have met to discuss what kind of antibiotics and
other medicines they would need in the event of an attack, and who has
what.
"Hospitals are no longer working separately to say 'How much do we
need?' and not knowing how many patients we're going to get," said
Tomi Roff, the UK hospital's safety director. "We're looking at what kind
of casualties a community like ours would receive and how all the hospitals would meet those needs together."
Federal grants have enabled emergency and medical workers in the
area to also receive training in dealing with biological and chemical
weapons since the summer of 2000.

States step up anti-terrorism approach
By The Associated Press
From the marine highway in Alaska to
Virginia's motor vehicles office to the Florida
coast, states are reviewing and tightening security to guard against potential terrorist attacks.
Virginia Gov. Jim Gilmore held his first meeting Friday with his newly created anti-terrorism
task force. Last week, Missouri Gov. Bob Holden
created the first state-level Cabinet anti-terrorism
position, echoing what President Bush has done
on the federal level.
"The world has changed and we must confront
those changes effectively to keep our families
safe and to make sure our state is secure," said
New Hampshire Gov. Jeanne Shaheen.
New Hampshire's steps include frequent
patrols of the Portsmouth Harbor and the
Piscataqua River, and increased security at the
Seabrook nuclear power plant, she said. There
will be more inspections for vehicles containing
hazardous materials.
Gilmore ordered his 21-member task force to
analyze potential terrorist targets in Virginia,
assess the ability to respond and identify neces-

sary changes in policies, laws and funding.
Recommendations are due by Nov. 30.
"Our watchword in the coming weeks and
months must be security and safety," Gilmore
told the group of elected officials, law enforcement officers, public safety experts, educators
and business executives.
Florida, Idaho, New Hampshire, Ohio and
Wisconsin also created state panels or began
reviews of anti-terrorism efforts.
In Florida on Thursday, dozens of local
authorities met to assess the state's potential vulnerability, following Gov. Jeb Bush's directive to
review water supplies, hospitals, energy sources,
military bases and more.
In Alaska,the head of the marine highway system- the ferry system that runs along the state's
island- and glacier-strewn West Coast - said
passengers must now show photo ID and go
through a series of stricter baggage controls.
In Virginia, Gilmore said the state closed a
loophole that was meant to make renewing
licenses easier but may have allowed hijackers to
fraudulently obtain ID cards from the state motor

vehicle department.
Across the nation, governors acted to call up
National Guard units to protect airports, after the
president requested help until better long-term
security measures are in place.
State officials also began intensive inspections
of trucks carrying hazardous materials after
warnings from the federal government. In many
places, the safety of water supplies was also
being re-examined.
The new state-level efforts were in addition to
commissions that have been set up by local U.S.
attorneys offices.
Those federal efforts will be coordinated with
the new Office of Homeland Security created by
President Bush, officials said. The new Cabinet
will be directed by Pennsylvania Gov. Tom
Ridge.
"Enhancing state and local response capabilities is a significant priority for this new office,"
said White House spokesman Tucker Eskew.
"Health, medicine, border security, bio-detectioncapability. All of it."

Extended bin Laden family fled U.S. after attacks
NEW YORK(AP)-Two dozen tically called the Saudi Arabian
members of Osama bin Laden's Embassy in Washington looking for
family were urgently evacuated protection, Prince Bandar bin Sultan
from the United States in the first told The New York limes.
The brother was sent to a room in
days following the terrorist attacks
on New York and Washington, the Watergate Hotel and was told not
according to the Saudi ambassador to open the door.
to Washington.
Most of bin Laden's relatives
One of bin Laden's brothers fran- were attending'high school and col-

lege.
The young members of the bin
Laden family were driven or flown
under FBI supervision to a secret
place in Texas and then to
Washington, The Times reported
Sunday.
They left the country on a private
charter plane when airports

reopened three days after the
attacks.
King Fahd, the ailing Saudi ruler,
sent an urgent message to his
embassy in Washington pointing out
that there were "bin Laden children
all over America" and ordered,
"Take measures to protect the innocents," the ambassador said.
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Our thoughts & prayers remain with the families of those lost as
well as with the firefighters. police and rescue workers.
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Watch for upcomingfund raisers to benefitfamilies
of 9/11/01 victims.
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By The Associated Press
Developments related to the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks:
•Attorney General John Ashcroft warns the "very serious threat" of new
attacks may increase if the United States retaliates against suspected terrorists.
•Taliban say they know location of Osama bin Laden's Afghanistan hideout.
•Pakistani president says even under threat of U.S. military strikes, hopes
"very dim' bin Laden would be surrendered.
• Afghanistan opposition says territory gained and hundreds of Taliban
soldiers defected during three days of fighting in northern mountains.
• Saudi ambassador says two dozen members of Osama bin Laden's
family evacuated from the United States following terrorist attacks; most
were students evacuated under FBI supervision.
• New York police tally of missing at World Trade Center drops to 5,219;
confirmed dead rises to 314. Death toll at Pentagon remains 189,
Pennsylvania crash 44.
• Several thousand anti-war demonstrators march in Washington, D.C.,
on the second day of a peace rally.
• Foreign aid workers in Iran stockpile emergency rations for possible
waves of Afghan refugees. United Nations food shipments to Afghanistan's.
capital resume as a convoy of trucks carrying more than 200 tons of wheat
leaves Pakistan for Kabul.
• Trial resumes in Afghanistan for eight foreign aid workers accused by
Taliban of spreading Christianity. The top judge assures workers the threat of
U.S. military action would not affect their case.
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AP News Analysis
ME DAMAGE PRotA NE ATTACK
IS CHANGING NE FEDERAL &Oar.

By CHARLES WOLFE

Associated Press Writer

Henry off the
hook ... or is he
left dangling?
the financing of the wedding, then
referred certain matters to the ethics
commission. They boiled down to
this: Did Henry impermissibly reap
some personal gain from his public
office when a small army of state
employees helped to plan and pull
off the high-glamour wedding at the
Cathedral of the Assumption in
Louisville?
The employees all were volunteers, using vacation and "comp"
time. But Hatchett maintained that
Henry took advantage of services
not available to ordinary people.
Though work was done on personal
time, it also was during business
hours for state government. The
employees had to get the permission
of their boss. For some, that was
Henry himself.
Another meeting of the commission came and went on Friday, at the
end of which no word of the HenryFrench wedding had been uttered.
Quizzed by reporters, Chairwoman
Stone was inscrutable. "We cannot
confirm or deny that any action has
taken place." she said.
In the past. Henry has insisted
that Hatchett's referral to the ethics
commission was unwarranted. He
was out of town on Friday. His
spokeswoman, Ann
Elizabeth
Delahanty, said she was "aware the
ethics commission met. ... I'm not
aware Of anything else."

FRAN K FORT, Ky.(AP) — As a
potential target of an ethics investigation. Lt. Gov. Steve Henry might
be off the hook, or he might be dangling. That is unclear at the moment
and might never be known for certain unless Henry presses the point.
Five months after being sent a
report by the state auditor — a report
that questioned the use of state
employees and resources in staging
Henry's wedding to former Miss
America Heather French Henry II
months ago — the Executive Branch
Ethics Commission has taken no
public action.
It is a quirk of the law that the
ethics commission is required to
notify an intended target only when
it decides to launch an investigation.
No notice is required — and as a
policy, none is given — if a decision
is deterred or when the commission
decides a complaint or referral doesn't merit action. The commission
chairwoman. Louisville attorney
Cynthia Stone, said there is good
reason for that, since many complaints are submitted anonymously
and, no doubt, frivolously.
No news is good news, in other
words. if you are the object of a
complaint — unless you hold a high.
elective office and have designs on
'climbing higher still.
It is hard to imagine that Henry's
rivals in a race for governor in 2(03
will be willing to overlook the fact if
the ethics question lingers without
resolution.
Auditor Ed Hatchett examined

EDITOR'S NOTE—Charles
Wolfe is a statehouse reporter for
The Associated Press.
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Rep. Steve Riggs, D-Louisville, has pre-filed another bill for
the session that begins in January. It's time Kentucky more
effectively used this important scientific advance, he said.
It is time Kentucky does what needs to be done to protect
the innocent crime victims and the falsely accused.
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Will the law be silent
in a time of crisis?

By JERRY SCHWARTZ.
AP National Writer
The legal maxim is ancient, dating trom the
Roman Empire. "Inter Arma Silent Leges," the
saying goes — in time of war the laws are silent.
In time of war, when liberties are fettered, the
law looks the other way.
It happened after the Revolutionary War,
The following is a roundup of editorials published by newspapers from when Congress passed the Alien and Sedition
around the Commonwealth. The editorials comment on a variety of issues. Acts. It happened in the Civil War, when
Some editorials may have been condensed for space purposes. These edi- Abraham Lincoln suspended the right of habeas
torials are not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The corpus. It happened during World War II, when
Japanese Americans were placed in camps.
Associated Press or the Murray Ledger & Times:
President Bush says a war began with the
bloodshed of Sept. 11. His administration says
— Lexinston Herald-Leader that it needs new weapons to fight a stealthy
evidence from consense
to
collect
[AA
It makes perfect
aggressor, new powers to eavesdrop and indefinitely hold immigrants suspected of terrorism.
victed felons, and the Kentucky General Assembly should
Attorney General John Ashcroft says this is both
pass such legislation in the coming session.
constitutional and necessary — that these are
Law enforcers will be better able to determine not only
small tradeoffs to fight terrorism.
Congress has not been a rubber stamp.
guilt but innocence as well.
Legislators
do not question the administration's
We don't know how man v falsely accused people are in
motives. but ttiey will deliberate carefully before
Kentucky prisons, as William Gregory was. He had spent
they act.
No one knows what the response of the goveight years behind bars before he was released in July 2000,
ernment and the people will be if the attacks on
when DNA evidence vindicated him of rape.
the World Trade Center and the Pentagon are
But it is more than likely that there are others like him, pos- prelude to more attacks on American soil.
sibly even on Death Row..
But some experts on constitutional law say
The chance of imprisoning or executing an innocent person that while they expect that there will be some
restrictions — the Constitution is elastic enough,
• is too great to risk, as is the possibility of not finding the culmany of the
they say, to deal with crises
prits in those and other heinous crimes.
excesses of the past are unlikely to happen
again.
Not so long ago, the idea of collecting deoxyribonucleic
"I think the American people in general have
acid, the genetic material unique to every person, was someinternalized a strong sense of their constitutional
thing out of science fiction: Now, in some states, it is as cornrights,- says Akhil Reed Amar, Southmayd
Professor of Law at Yale. "At our best, we know
mon a procedure as fingerprinting.
about and learn from our mistakes."
Kentucky State Police officials say they will need more
Amar points to the Alien and Sedition Acts,
workers and laboratory equipment to gather and store DNA
four laws passed in 1798 in response to tensions
samples properly. Considering the tight state budget, it
with revolutionary France. and fears that
Frenchmen in our midst would overthrow our
would be wise for police to apply for federal grants.
government.
Kentucky already collects DNA from felony sex offenders.
The laws gave the president the right to
Some legislators wanted DNA taken from those convicted of
deport all aliens deemed dangerous: they also
outlawed expression that would bring the govhomicide, burglary and other felonies, and to require preserCongress or the president into disreernment.
vation of DNA evidence taken from cricne scenes.
pute.
This year, the House and Senate passed similar bills but
The laws were unpopular from the start —
never found time in the waning days of the session to work
they were Widely seen as a violation of constitutional rights. David Kairys, a law professor at
out fairly minor differences.
Temple University, says the longest sentence

Editorial
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landscape has changed dramatically.
under the law was two years, given to a man
Courts are much less likely to defer to the
who stood in a public square and held a sign that
president and Congress than they once were.
read, "Peace and Retirement to the President."
From the dawn of the new nation until 1857, the
Within four years, the acts expired or were
Supreme Court overturned just two laws. In the
repealed. And seditious libel, Kairys says, was
past six years, Amar says, the court has overso discredited that it has never again been sugturned more than 30 acts of Congress.
gested in the United States, where criticism of
At the same time, he says, the press is more
the government and the president is "kind of a
vigilant about abuses, and some rights have
national hobby."
Kairys says Lincoln's actions during the Civil become so ingrained that they seem to be
beyond question.
War were an anomaly. His edict that prisoners
Amar says no court came to the aid of
could be held without charges was never chalSocialist Eugene V. Debs in 1918 when he was
lenged on constitutional grounds — not only
sentenced to 10 years in prison for "saying we're
was there a war going on, but it was a war
in a war, and this war stinks.... I can't imagine
fought entirely in America.
that a Debs today would go to jail on comparaMore relevant, Kairys says, is the case of the
ble grounds."
Palmer raids of 1920.
There is room in the constitution for different
Amid labor unrest and fears of Bolshevism,
Americans were rocked by a series of bombings. interpretations of some rights under difficult en.:
cumstances, Amar says. The Fourth
One of them destroyed the house of Attorney
Amendment's prohibition against "unreasonable
General A. Mitchell Palmer, the "Fighting
searches and seizures," for example, allows for
Quaker" who unleashed a series of'raids and
some ambiguity.
arrests in 33 cities, coast to coast.
And a country which until recently debated
There were 6,000 people arrested and hunwhether cameras should be trained on intersecdreds deported, including the anarchist Emma
tions to catch people who run red lights would
Goldman. No explosives were found, and just
have a different view of Constitutional safethree pistols were confiscated.
guards than that same country, three weeks later.
"It was all very heavy handed, done with a
But Nat Hentoff, the columnist for the Village
very broad brush," says David Cole, law profesVoice, is an ardent civil libertarian, and he says
sor at Georgetown University. The immigrants
difficult times are when it is most important to
were arrested purely because they were immipreserve civil liberties.
grants. and because they associated with others
Hentoff is afraid that the Bush administration
who were deemed dangerous.
Will chip away at the Constitution's guarantees,
Some of the Japanese Americans who were
despite congressional skepticism. "I'm still not
sent to camps during World War II were immivery hopeful," he says.
grants, but others had been born here. Today,
In his 1998 book "All the Laws but One:
their incarceration is almost universally reviled.
Civil Liberties in Wartime," William Rehnquist,
"Everyone has to look back at that episode as
chief justice of the United States, gave Hentoff
one of the most outrageous and horrendous
and other true believers reason to worry. But he
things we've ever done," says Jeffrey Shaman, a
also suggested that "the least justified of the curlaw professor at DePaul University.
tailments of civil liberty" were unlikely to be
Clearly, he says,"The government lied." The
accepted by the courts in wars of the future.
Japanese were not a threat.
"It is neither desirable nor is it remotely likeThose lies — and others during the Vietnam
ly that civil liberty will occupy as favored a
War and the Watergate and other scandals of the
position in wartime as it does in peacetime. But
last generation — help explain skepticism about
it is both desirable and likely that more careful
the Bush administration's proposals for new law
attention will be paid by the courts to the basis
enforcement powers. The right — often blamed
for the government's claims of necessity as a
for the excesses of the anti-communist
McCarthy era — has joined the left and the mid- basis for curtailing civil liberty," the chief justice
wrote.
dle in their distrust of government.
"The laws will thus not be silent in time of
That distrust is one reason why Amar, the
war, but they will speak with a somewhat differYale scholar, thinks the excesses of the past are
ent voice."
unlikely to be repeated. Another is that the legal

We want to print your letters...
but you must follow these guidelines:
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name,address
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• Letters should be approximately between 250-350 words
TYPED. And all letters are subject to editing or rejection.
• The Ledger & Times reserves the right to reject any letter.
Letters may be submitted byfax at 270-753-1927, by email to
mIt@murrayledger.com or by mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
Murray, KY 42071.

Attention Washington!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim ,bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343(Washington #)
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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Thieu leaves few
clues on war opinions

Deaths
Mrs. Velma Lucile Cook
Mrs. Velma Lucile Cook, 93, Murray, formerly of Moline, Ill., died
Friday, Sept. 28, 2001, at 11:15 p.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
A librarian for the Moline Public Library, she was also the original
librarian for the bookmobile for 10 years. She also had been a teacher in
Iowa Rural School System and a teacher in the public schools in Silvis,
Her husband, Earle J. Cook, one granddaughter, Kimberly Ann
Puschnig, and one sister, Ruby Linder, all preceded her in death. Born
Dec. 18, 1907, in Lowden, Iowa, she was the daughter of the late Henry
Linder and Amelia Roehlk Linder.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jo Ann Puschnig and husband,
Bruce, Murray; one brother, Delbert Linder, Dubuque,Iowa; two grandchildren, Michael Puschnig, Fort Collins, Colo., and Jennifer Ann
Midden, Springfield, Ill.; two great-grandchildren.
Visitation will be Tuesday from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Hickory Woods
retirement Center, Murray.
Funeral rites will be held later this week in Moline, Ill.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of local arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist
Church, 503 Maple St., Murray, KY 42071.

Richard Maurice Losee
Richard Maurice Losee, 81, Gardner Road, Benton, died Sunday,
Sept. 30, 2001, at 9:30 a.m. at his home.
A retired school teacher in Chicago, Ill., he was an Army veteran of
World War II. He was a member of St. Henry Catholic Church, Aurora,
American Legion, and Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Mr. Losee was the son of the late Clyde Losee and Lillian Prindeville
Losee.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mildred Losee; two daughters, Ms.
Denise L. Losee, Benton, and Ms. Mildred L. Losee, Murray; two sons,
John F. Losee, Murray, and Richard J. Losee, Colorado Springs, Colo.;
nine grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
Services will be held at a later date. His body has been donated to
medical science.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Dortha Shanklin
Mrs. Dortha (Dotty) Shanklin, 59, Murray, formerly of Hopkinsville,
died Wednesday, Sept. 26, 2001, at her home in Murray.
She was a self-employed bookkeeper and a member of Southside
Church of Christ, Hopkinsville.
Born Sept. 9, 1942, she was the daughter of Elizabeth Hardin
Herndon and the late Boyd O'Guinn Herndon.
Survivors include two daughters, Ms. Jessica Shanklin, Germany,and
Mrs. Jennifer Highfield, Dover, Tenn.; one son, Jeffrey Boyd Shanklin,
Hazel; her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Hardin Herndon, Hopkinsville; two
grandchildren.
Graveside services were Saturday at 2 p.m. at Green Hill Memorial
Gardens, Hopkinsville. Terry Alan Jones officiated.
Hughart and Beard Funeral Home, Hopkinsville, was in charge of
arrangements.

Johnson
sentenced
to 70 months
Stephen B. Pence, United States
Attorney for the Western District of
Kentucky, announced today that
Jonathan Johnson, 23, 716 South St.,
Cadiz, Ky., was sentenced in United
States District Court, Owensboro,
Ky., for drug trafficking.
Judge Joseph H. McKinley,
United States District Court, sentenced Johnson to 70 months imprisonment, plus four years supervised
release following incarceration.
There is no parole in the federal judicial system.
Johnson pled guilty to the charges
in the Indictment that he possessed
with the intent to distribute over 50
grams of methamphetamine between
November 2000, and Jan. 5, 2001.
Johnson was arrested by the
Henderson Police Department on
Jan,4,2001.
The case was prosecuted by
Assistant United States Attorney
Erwin Roberts and was investigated
by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, the Drug Enforcement
Administration, and the Henderson
Police Department.

BOSTON (AP) - As North years after fleeing into exile. He left
Vietnamese troops were closing in on few clues as to his thoughts about
the South Vietnamese capital of presiding over the fall of South
Saigon, and the Vietnam war was all Vietnam and running a country torn
but officially lost, Nguyen Van Thieu apart by war. Thieu was 78.
"People called him a puppet, but
made a declaration.
"We will fight to the last bullet, if he was a puppet he pulled his own
the last grain of rice," the former strings," historian Stanley Karnow,
South Vietnamese president said in author of"Vietnam: A History" and a
I3-part television history of Vietnam,
1975.
But he left power defeated, said Sunday.
Thieu assumed power as chief of
despised and bitterly denouncing the
United States, which had befriended state in 1965,the same year President
him for more than a decade. Within Johnson ordered the first major escalation of the war, sending more than
days, Saigon fell.
Thieu died Saturday in Boston,26 100,000 U.S. troops to Vietnam.

CNN,Fox battle heats up
with correspondent switch
NEW YORK (AP)-The bitter
rivalry between CNN and Fox News
Channel spread to Afghanistan
Sunday, where a veteran CNN correspondent stationed with forces
fighting the Taliban abruptly
switched networks.
Steve Harrigan, a 10-year CNN
correspondent based in Moscow,
told CNN he was leaving on
Saturday and by Sunday morning
was delivering reports via videophone from Afghanistan on Fox
News Channel.
"It's a competitive world out
there and it's very important that we
have someone in Afghanistan," said
Roger Ailes, Fox News Channel
chief executive. "He just happened
to work at CNN 24 hours ago."
It was something ofIIretaliatory
strike, since CNN recently signed
anchor Paula Zahn away from Fox.
CNN spokeswoman Christa
Robinson said the network wishes
Harrigan the best.
"We'd like to put it in perspective," she said. "CNN has over 75
people in the region covering that
story. This is only one person."
Ailes characterized CNN as
"asleep at the switch" in keeping
Harrigan on the air without a contract. His CNN contract expired in
May, and so did the 90-day window
where CNN had the right to match
any offer, said Harrigan's agent,
Steven Herz of If Management Inc.
"This is not an anti-CNN move,"
Herz said. "It's just that he watched

Investments Since 1854.
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

HIWARD
LYONS
SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.
J J B Hiriard. W.L. Lyons, Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

100 CHANNELS.
FREE INSTALLATION.

A MONTH.

Can your cable company do that?

Just purchase a DISH301 or other DISH Network digital satellite TV system with
MSRP of $199 or more and receive one full
package for only $9 a month That's a savings of $21.99 per month over
our regular price You'll also get free basic Professional Installation
All together that's a $462 savings.

year of America's Top 100 program-

ming

Call today to take advantage of this incredible offer.
ver 100 o • mereca s op
Channels
America's Top 100 programming package includes
channels such as Discovery Channel, TNT, ESPN.

Beasley
Antenna

8
15
1?
5

WO laimia
Family Chmiiisle
Piews/into Channels
Mavis Clommts

19
9
4
7

HOME PHONE SERVICE

,
,
$39-95 FREE
nurwinthock ACTIVATION
it

CELLTOUCH,inc.

76 7 - 9 1 1 1
Dixieland Shopping Center
(154r1,Ind Hartioso or, Chootnut St

Nokia 5100/6100
Complete Handsfree Kit
Antenna Installed?

$159.95
gibgabgeancom

The place to
get all of your
communication gearl

Planning a Party?
Need a cool place to meet?
Call Debbie before 11 a.m. or after 1 p.m.
to make your reservations

1510 Chestnut St.

759-3663

Virtually Undetectable Hearing Aids
Now there
)
, k an exciting new generation of hearing instruments so mall that even those closest to you may not know
that you're wearing hearing aids .at all!

100% Digital
Completely-In-Canal
ADVANTAGES OF DIGITAL CIC
1. Nearly Invisible
2. Excellent Sound Quality 100% Digital
3. Automatic Volume Adjustments
4. Less Wind Noise
5. Works Well With Telephone

DEMONSTRATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY
Our, licensed and board certified professional. staff has received
extensive training in the newest technology available today. They
will be happy to demonstrate the new 100% Digital CIC technology.
Hear for yourself how great the 100% Digital CIC sounds when cornpared to other hearing aids.
The new 100% digital hearing aid. It's
like nothing you've ever heard before.

Satellite
500 N. 4th St.
Murray. KY 42071
(270) 759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free

The World's Most Sophisticated
and CompleteR Automatic

DIGITAL HEARING AM

1801 Bell Avenue
Paris, TN 38242
(901)642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free

Is

Variety Channels
3? Cammercial-free
learning Channels
We Music Channels
Video Mast Channels 17 Public Interest
Spanish Channels

Rh a brain."

(270) 753-805,5
Vicki Oliver

I
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-The hearing aid

Hearing Instrument Specialist

your local channels
and many other favorites. Want more programming',
STARZ, and Cinemax
or your favorite movie
h

as people around him that he
worked with and respected were laid
off and that caused him some consternation. He also watched Fox
grow and was impressed with hov,
fast they came after him."
Harrigan got a multiyear contract
with a significant raise, Herz said.
CNN, which already had
Christopher Burns reporting with
Harrigan in northern Afghanistan,
dispatched Matthew Chance to take
Harrigan's place. The network also
has a reporter inside Taliban-controlled Afghanistan.
Fox News Channel, which can't
match CNN in overseas resources,
had nobody stationed in Afghanistan
until signing Harrigan,a veteran war
correspondent who speaks Russian
fluently.
Fox News Channel has been
steadily gaining in the ratings
against CNN over the past few
years, often winning in prime-time.
The terrorist attacks, though, sent
viewers flooding to CNN faster than
its cable rivals.
Ailes said he is still considering
suing CNN over the Zahn hire. CNN
signed Zahn for an upcoming morning show while she was still a
prime-time host for Fox. Ailes fired
her. She's become one of CNN's
prime anchors from New York in the
aftermath of the terrorist attacks.
-At the moment," Ailes said,"I'd
rather have a man in Afghanistan
than a $2 million anchor in New
York."

KRISTY HOPPER Ledger & Times photo

Madisonville-North Hopkins High School sweeps the Festival
of Champions band competition at Murray State University
Saturday. The school won grand champion and best overall
effect, music performance, marching, brass and woodwinds.
Christian County High School was named reserve grand
champion. Henderson County High School was third. Murray
High School walked away with fourth place while Calloway
County High School placed sixth.

The World's Smallest
•
The World's Fastest

NiCkelodeon, USA Network, Cartoon Network, A&E.
Disney Chinnel, AMC,TBS Superstation, Lifetime, FOX Sports Net
Add
channels like HBO, Showtime,
T..100
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Outside Murray
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-949-5278

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th St. • Murray

•

"SINCE 1876

A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"
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Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor
"A Communitx Service of Remembrance,
Reflection and Response" - GOD BLESS AMERICA, will be Sunday, Oct. 14, at 4:30 p.m. at
First Baptist Church, 203 South 4th St., Murray.
This area event for all persons will be in
response to the tragic events that beset the
country on Tuesday, Sept. 11, in New York and
Washington, D.C.
Local ministers, civic and political leaders, educators, business
owners and others as well as the Red Cross from Murray and
Calloway County will be a part of this service.
A community choir will be assembled for this service and for
more information on the choir and the service itself, contact First
Baptist Church, phone 753-1854.

Faxon-Almo event Wednesday
Faxon-Almo Fellowship Breakfast will be Wednesday. Oct. 3, at 8
a.m. at Green Horse Restaurant, Highway 121 North. This is for any
person and spouse who ever attended Faxon or Almo schools. For
information call Frank Brandon at 753-8394.

Ladies class on Tuesday
Ladies' Bible Class will resume Tuesday, Oct. 2, at 9:30 a.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ. The workbook will be "Keeping
Balance in Your Life" by Nancy Eichman. All ladies are invited.

Presbyterian Women to meet
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan in 2001

Mr and Mrs. Morgan in 1951

Anniversary reception scheduled on Saturday
and \Ifs. Charles Morgan of Aurora wilLselebrate their 50th
4-•4 ic 'Amu \ ersary on Saturday. Oct. 6.
reeptiun. hosted by their children, will be at the Marshall CounI \ t \tension office building, west of Benton.
relaties and friends are invited to attend between the hours
2 rt 4 p.m. The couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
VI,r and Mrs. 'Morgan were married Oct. 6,. 1951, at Corinth,
Miss . with the Rev. D.L. Hill officiating. Their attendants were Willard
„tnif Laroly n Beasley'.

Mrs. Morgan,. the former Betty Jean Tucker, is the daughter of
Mrs. Essie Lee Tucker Phillips and the late Roy Tucker of Calloway
County.
Mr. Morgan is the son of Mrs. Hallene Cathey Morgan and the
late Homer Morgan of Marshall County. He is retired from B.F.
Goodrich Chemical Co., Calvert City.
They are the parents of two children, Michael Morgan of Benton
and Mrs. Charissa Cates of Calvert City.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan have six grandchildren.

Presbyterian Women of First Presbyterian Church will have a soup
and salad dinner on Tuesday. Oct. 2, at 6 p.m. A clown ministry
program will be featured.

Singles (SOS) will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday. Oct. 2, at 7 p.m. at Calloway Inn, South 12th Street, Murray.
This is open to all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call Barbara at .436-5032, Jackie at 1-270-2477754, or Larry at 753-7785.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Tuesday, Oct. 2, at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall, located on Highway
464, east of Almo.

Kappa meeting Tuesday

Oaks ladies will host cancer event
s ot the Oaks Country
Club w ill host the Susan Komen
,inLer Gott Tournament On
, Oct. 3.
(his w II he a two-person scramith tee time at 9 a.m. Ladies
inged to. get ,a partner and

come out and join the golf play
for a good cause.
Funds will assist the Susan G.
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation
in the year 2001 crusade to fight
breast cancer and to help raise
important research funds for the

Dallas based Komen Foundation.
For more information and to
sign up call Linda Pate at 7531076.
The ladies of the Oaks club
held their last regular golf day of

the season on Wednesday. Sept.
26.
Dot Finch and Rowena Sanders
won the chip-in pot; Shirley Wade
had low putts; Mary Houston had
the low score on the par 4 holes;
Irene Woods was another winner.

Murray ladies plan golf play
adies of the Murray Country
wiII play golf on WednesOct. 3. starting at 9:30 a.m.
:it the 0.0).
.1 hot: v‘ishing to play not listed ii the line-up may come and
.H paired at the tee.
The linc-up has been released
ii
s:
ReI - LaVerne Ryin, BeverLouise Lamb and Ann

ANNOUNCE
YOUR
EVENT.
CALL
753-1917
dr
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only

Zoolander

Stanley:
Tee 4 - Betty Lowry, Ann
Brown, Marilyn Adkins and Barbara Gray:
Tee 5 - Toni Hopson; Norma
Frank, Carolyn Sanning and Rebecca Landon:
Tee 6 - Jennifer Crouse. Amy
McDowell, Ve Severns and Even Jones:
Tee 8 - Jerlene Sullivan. Frances

Hulse, Sue Outland and Betty Jo
Purdom;
Tee 10 - Betty Stewart, Inus
On, Venela Ward and Peggy Shoemaker.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Sept. 26, have been released
.
as follows:
Championship flight - Ve Severs and Betty Jo Purdom, tied
for first, Inus Orr, second;

Community recycling planned
Last Elementary School students
with some help from family and
'friends are participating in a community wide recycling project starting Oct. 1. Students will be earning money for their school in the
process..
School officials said "225 million ink jet and 75 million laser
cartridges end up in landfills every

rA

year. That's over 220 million pounds
of solid waste polluting the land.
With your help we can stop this,
at least in our community."
Envirosmart, a recycling company, will supply the students with
postage-paid
pre-addressed,
envelopes to distribute. The students
and their families are going to try
to inform every business in Cal-
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Large or Small, We handle all your video needs
Weddings. Commercials, Industrial Training Films, Special Events, and More

PG13 - 1:30 - 3:40 - 7:10 -9:15
Quality isn't expensive,

Hardball

(270) 759 5314
(888) 580 3891
www.4twilight.corn

Ira

Priceless

PG13 - 1:30 - 3:50 - 7:30 - 9:45
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:30- 7:10- 9:40

it

Don't Say A Word
Hearts in Atlantis
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:20 - 7:00 - 9:20

21GAMES

5

Tubeas
nd7apymERveegnuilna rg
ve pyeed
Playopemsr

$

We Have PULLTABS 0
$
*

The Others

PG I3 - 1:10 - 3:30 - 7:30 - 9:40
Musketeer
PG13 - 1:20 - 3:40 - 7:15 - 9:30
Program Information
Call 753-3314

COVERALL
Progressive Payouts!

Up to $200 per game depending on * 01 players'

NightiAml
SPEEDBALL

Everyone Welcome (111yrs. Of older) 2 games at 50% ot the pot 2 at 75% and 2 at 90%
Plays 12
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Cards starting
Games
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
at $10.00
Ffatunng NON spears v SI per card n,S2 tor Mree Special carry Over 7.• + •Regular games any
Ot4feSOmeres caryli nd

FREE

p
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loway County.
People with printers in their
homes can use them too. When
the ink runs out, you just have to
put the empty cartridge in the
envelope and put it in the mail.
The recycling company will give
the school $1.50 for every reusable
cartridge it receives and will also
properly dispose of the rest.
If you use an ink jet printer,
please go by Kroger in Murray
and see the display for free
envelopes by East Elementary
School. If you use a laser printer, contact the school and a shipping box will be given you.
"Your efforts will be appreciated by the students at East and
our planet," school officials said.

Southwest Council to meet today
Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet today (Monday), Oct. 1, at 4 p.m. for a special called
meeting. The agenda for the meeting is to discuss policy regarding
altering or modifying space in the building, according to Janet Byasse,
principal, who invites the public to attend.

CCMS Council Wednesday
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday. Oct. 3, at 4 p.m. in the media center. The
public is invited.

Depression group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday. Oct. 3, at 10:30
a.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or
Janie at 753-9015.

Concerned Citizens will meet
Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens will meet
tonight (Monday), Oct. 1, at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. All interested persons are invited.

Band Boosters to meet Monday
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet today (Monday), Oct.
1, at 5:30 p.m. in the band room of Calloway County High School.
All band parents and interested persons are invited and encouraged
to attend.

North Council will meet
North Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will
meet today (Monday). Oct. 1, at 3:45 p.m. in the staff lounge. Agenda items include Policy Review, 2000-2001 CATS Scores and School
Report Card. Margaret Cook, principal, invites all interested persons.

MWC Board will meet
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight (Monday), Oct. 1, at '6:30 p.m. at the club house. Mary Ann
Russell,•president, urges all board members to attend.

Lodge meeting Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
tonight (Monday), Oct. 1, at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple.

PA meeting Monday
Parents Anonymous (PA) will meet tonight (Monday), Oct. I, at
6 p.m. For more information call 753-0082.

Kenlake ladies host breakfast

The Glass House

R - 1:30 - 3:50 - 7:00 - 9:30

First flight - Sue Outland, first.
Jennifer Crouse, second;
Second flight - Norma Frank,
first, Barbara Gray and Marilyn
Adkins tied for second;
Third flight - Carolyn Sanning,
first;
Nine holes - Beverly Reuter,
first, LaVern Ryan, low putts;
Overall low putts - Toni Hopson.

Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have a salad
potluck supper to welcome new members on Tuesday, Oct. 2, at 6:30
p.m. at the club house. Hostesses will be Sondra Barnett, Lynda
Chaney, Jane Barnett, Ruth Heskett and Melva Hatcher.

%

The Kenlake Ladies Golf League
held its monthly breakfast on
Wednesday, Sept. 26, at Keniake
State Resort Park Hotel.
In golf play that followed on

Miss Jamie's
Tea Party
For Your Child's Birthday,
Special Occasion or "lust Because"
•Tea & Tea Cakes Served
•Picture Of Each Princess Is
Pmvided
•Ball Gowns, Hats, Makeup,
Jewelry & Accessories Provided
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL JAMIE BLACK - 753-6599

the Bill Hamrick Memorial Golf
Course, there was a tie between
the Hazel Hill and Louise Parker
team and the Evelyn Blivin and
Joan Gresemer team when they both

shot a 34 for the nine holes.
Blivin also had a chip-in on
No. 5.
Other members present were
Helen Roberts, Dotty Elliott, Fran
Picha, Joann Wardynski, Bobbe
Manning, Betty Judah, Ina Horton, Freda Elkins, Daisy Durham,
Gloria Theis, Sue Thetford, Mary
Madajczyk, Jamie Mullins and
Brenda Baker.

TACO JOHN'S
2 Crispy Tacos for
Every Tuesday

OCT 1 2001

HEAL T I-1

I"IATTERS

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

HEALTH

TUESDAY, OCT.9
Murray
Say-A-Lot Store
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 -3 p.m.
THURSDAY,OCT.11
Canton
Lakeview One-Stop
9:00 - 11:00 a.m.
Cadiz
First Baptist Church
12:30- 3:00 p.m.
TUESDAY,OCT.16
Paris, TN
Wal-Mart
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Puryear,TN
Minit Mart
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Babysitting Class

EXPRESS

THURSDAY, OCT. 11, 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.,
Third Floor Education Unit
The hospital's Health Express will offer blood pressure
checks, pulse and two-hour blood sugar screenings at

For students ages 11 to 14 who want to fine tune their

all its stops during the month of October. Please dieck area

babysitting skills. Participants learn general first aid,
age-appropriate activities, general safety measures for

media for any additional Health Express dates that may be

babysitting, making healthy snacks for children, and get

added in October. As soon as the Health Express receives flu

to tour the hospital's day care center. Class size is limited.

vaccines, dates will be announced as to when flu shots will

Pre-register by calling Community Outreach Nurse

be offered to the public.

Mary Carrico, R.N. at(270) 762-1832.

If you intend to receive a blood sugar screening note that
the test must be performed two hours after completing a meal.
This test is free of charge under the following conditions
• annually, if a family history of diabetes exists.
• anytime there is a 20-pound weight gain or loss.
• every three years under all other conditions.

WEDNESDAY,OCT.17
Murray
Kroger
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
THURSDAY,OCT.18
Benton
Marshall Co.Primary Care
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Hardin
Blood River Baptist Assn.
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

If you are diagnosed with diabetes, you can have your
blood sugar monitored on the Health Express with a
written prescription from your physician, and file it with

Miracle Moments Maternity Care

the Health Express nurse. Your physician will specify the
frequency for monitoring on the prescription.
An Occult Blood Screening Kit is also available for $4.
This screening detects blood in the stool.
These screenings are offered to detect disease in

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the classes listed here
as part of our Miracle Moments Maternity Service.
Pre-registration is required for all classes. For more
information, to arrange for a personalized tour of the
Miracle Moments Maternity Unit or to pre-register for

its earliest stages when there are no symptoms. If

any classes, call (270)762-1245.

you are experiencing symptoms you should see your

MURRAY-October Prepared Childbirth
MON.,OCTOBER 1,8, 15 & 22
7-9 p.m., Center for Health & Wellness

physician immediately.

MURRAY-November Prepared Childbirth
Mon., OCT. 29, NOVEMBER 5, 12 & 19
7-9 p.m., Center for Health & Wellness

COMMUNITY

EVENTS

MURRAY-Sibling Class
TUES., NOVEMBER 13
7-8 p.m., MCCH Third Floor Education Unit

ARTHRITIS UPDATE 2001
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 6:30 p.m., MCCH Center for Health SZ Wellness
Don't let arthritis control your lifer Discussion will cover the most common forms
of arthritis; self-management; the latest treatment options and prevention. Speakers
include Rheumatologist Bill Bailey, M.D., Physical Therapist Todd Hancock and
Occupational Therapist Doug Cole. Sponsored by the Arthritis Foundation and the
MCCH Center for Health & Wellness.

BREAST CANCER AWARENESS MONTH
October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Murray-Calloway County Hospital wants
to remind you that early detection saves lives. All women 18 years and older should
practice monthly breast self-exams. Women over the age of 40 or with a family history
of breast cancer should have an annual screening mammogram.Your doctor can give
you the best advice on when you should schedule your mammogram.

WINNING BY LOSINGP"
MCCH's Winning by Losing weight loss classes are in progress. For information
about upcoming Winning by Losing programs, please call Community Outreach
Nurse Mary Carrico, R.N., at(270)762-1832. This program is taught by a registered
dietitian. You must be at least 18 years of age to participate and be at least 10 percent
over your ideal body weight.

COOPER CLAYTON SMOKING CESSATION
These classes at MCCH are in progress. This effective smoking cessation method
addresses all aspects of smoking and utilizes nicotine gum or nicotine patches.
Twelve intensive education sessions are involved. To receive information on upcoming
smoking cessation programs or get your name on the list for the next classes,
contact Community Outreach Nurse Mary Carrico, R.N., at(270)762-1832.

GROWING OLD GRACEFULLY
THURSDAY, OCT.4, 4:30 - 5:30 p.m., Center for Health & Wellness
THURSDAY, OCT: 11, 5 - 6:00 p.m., Center for Health & Wellness
Presented by Wellness Center Director Keena Miller. Learn healthy ways to prevent falls and
delay the onset of many age-related conditions.For more information, call(270)762-1348.

SUPPORT
ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
INFORMATION
Support Group Meetings

Tuesday, October 9 & 23
4:30 pm • MCCH Board Room.
Memories Groupfor
Alzheimer's Clients
Friday, October 12 & 26
10:00 am • MCCH Private
Dining Room #1.

GROUPS
DEPRESSION

SUPPORT
Wednesday,October 3& 17
10:30 am • MCCH Private
Dining Rm.Contact Kathy
Culbert, RN,at 270-489-2284,
or Janie at 270-753-9015.
FIBROMYALGIA

SUPPORT
Wednesday, October 24

BREAST CANCER

SUPPORT

10:00 am • MCCH Private
Dining Rm.Contact Marlane

Tuesday, October 23

Newell at 270-753-0043.

6:30 pm • Tom's Grille
Restaurant. Contact Evelyn
Wallis for more information
at 270-489-2462.

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

SUPPORT

BEREAVEMENT

Thursday, October 18
7:00 pm • MCCH Board Room.
Contact Sherial Underwood at

SUPPORT

270-759-8516.

Wednesday, October 10
6:30 pm • MCCH Private
Dining Room #1.
Contact MCCH Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 270-762-1274.

COMPASSIONATE
FRIENDS
Thursday, October 25

PARKINSON'S

SUPPORT
Tuesday, October 9
1:00 pm • West View
Nursing Home.
Contact Dixie Hopkins,
speed i-language pathologist
at 270-762-1573.

7:30 pm • MCCH Private
Dining Room #1. Contact
MCCH Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 270-762-1274, or
Hilda Bennett at 731498-8324

VEGETARIAN MEALS
WEDNESDAY, OCT.24, Noon -12:30 p.m., Center for Health & Wellness
TUESDAY, OCT. 30, 8:30 - 9:00 a.m., Center for Health & Wellness
Presented by Wellness Dietitian Rebecca Wright, M.S., R.D., L.D. October is Vegetarian
Awareness Month. Many studies indicate that the vegetarian diet can help protect against
disease. Come learn how to enjoy autumn's bounty in meatless meals centered on colorful
fruits, vegetables,legumes and grains. For more information, call(270)762-1348.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcare new places.
803 POPLAR STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071 • 1-800-342-6224 • 270-762-1100
WWW.11111 rra yhospital.org
For a complete listing of Mal Is Community Events,Support groups, I lealth F\rivss stops & Primelife activities, visit us online at
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Agriculture Update
By GERALD CLAYWELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent

October beef cattle calendar
It is time once again to
cover beef cattle management
points to help the beef herd
manager to remember not to
let some of the finer points of
beef production slip by their
memory.
Each month, this column.
deals with the management ot
the beef cattle herd and some
points to consider in the task.
October spring calving herd managers should
wean calves and give any necessary booster vaccinations to the calves. This has been a fairly
good season for these calves, that have been nursing well fed mothers milk, to receive nutrition
from both milking mothers and decent forage due
to consistent rain patterns this summer.
Managers of cattle should prepare to sell any
open cows and heifers. Also, cows weaning poor
calves should he considered in the "to sell" lot.
If these cows and heifers were raised on the
farm or purchased elsewhere, the tax preparer
should he infOrnied of this status.
Thin cows with a body condition score of 5 or
less should be put on high quality feed and considered for the consumption of the best pasture
this fall. These cows need extra nutritional value

at this time in recuperating from a long season of
raising a calf.
Also, heifers kept for replacement should be
kept well for good growth, but not "fattened" to
the point of negative impact to the success of the
breeding of the animal.
Keep at least 20 percent more of these heifers
than intended to retain. Producers should keep
back the best early born heifers for potential
replacements back to the herd.
Fall calving herd managers should continue
with calving responsibilities and check calving
pastures frequently. Identify these calves with
eartags or whatever system at a young age
because of handling ease.
Also, due to handling ease and less stress at the
young age, male calves should be castrated.
Cows with young calves should be kept on
good quality pasture. Nutritional requirements for
this class of livestock is very demanding. Do not
let cows with calves lose a lot of weight early in
fall: it could-be a tough winter.
Producers should line up breeding management details using EPD:s and have a veterinarian
perform breeding soundness checks on bulls.
Also; evaluate yearling replacement heifers and
insure heifers reach the required 65% of mature
body weight by breeding season.

Forage issues to consider in October are to
apply phosphate, potash and lime to pastures
according to soil test results. Producers should
not harvest or graze alfalfa so root reserves can be
building for overwintering capability.
Producers can graze crop residues but should
be attentive to any grazing restrictions due to
chemicals placed on the previous crop.
Another very important consideration in grazing forage is the danger of prussic acid in'summer
annual grasses after frost.
Light frost that allows the grass to have
regrowth after the frost can be very dangerous.
Make sure during October that the killing frost
has destroyed the summer annual grasses, for the
year, before turning cows into these situations.
Hay supply inventory should- be considered
along with the quality of the hay being a priority.
Check the hay for TON, protein and other important components of herd nutrition.
If you have questions give me a call.
Educational programs of the Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service serve all people
regardless of race, color, age, sex, religion, disability, or national origin. University of
Kentucky, Kentucky State University, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, and Kentucky
counties, cooperating.

Winterize fields now against blizzard of annuals
DES MOINES. low a — Soybean
growers should winterize their fields
now against winter annuals to avoid
,:ostiv delays in planting soybeans
next spring, according to weed control experts.
Winter annuals such henbit, common chickweed and purple deadnettle are an increasing problem in
fields across the Midwest. In Ohio.
Indiana and Illinois alone, the number of treated acres has increased
from 25.0(X) in 1996 to more than
550,0(X) in 2(XX).
Uncontrolled in the fall, winter

annuals spread to cover fields in the
spring with a thick mat of weeds that
need to he controlled before planting
can begin. More weed experts are
now recommending growers control
these weeds with a fall application.
Then in the spring, rather than losing
one to two weeks waiting for a burndown treatment to work, growers
will be in the fields planting their
soybeans.
Jeff Stachler, weed scientist at
Ohio State University, attributes the
rise in winter annuals in part to the

switch from preplant/preemergence Illinois and western Indiana techniherbicide programs to total poste- cal information manager for Pioneer
mergence programs, as well as the Hi-Bred International, Inc.
"Keeping fields free of weeds
timing of harvest and fall weather
through the Winter and early spring
conditions.
"The fact that growers are plant- saves time in the spring and elimiing earlier, harvesting earlier and nates a number of problems caused
exposing the fields to sunlight and by heavy weed growth," says
temperate weather conditions — this Burkhart.
"Clean fields warm up and dry
leaves the fields more time to be
breeding grounds for the growth of out faster and typically do not have
the potential insect and disease preswinter annuals," says Stachler.
Starting with a cleaner field in the sures that fieldswith heavy weed
spring means more to growers than growth have."
meets the eve. notes Dan Burkhart,

Fall forest fire hazard season starts today
FRANKFORT. Ky. — This
spring and summer. wildfires have
again devastated hundreds of thousands of acres of forests nationwide.
Luckily for Kentucky. adequate
rainfall this summer has prevented
the extreme dry conditions that

often contribute to wildfires.
Although wildfires haven't been
a serious problem for Kentucky this
year. the fall is typically when
Kentucky experiences an increase in
wildfires. especially after the leaves
have fallen creating additional fuels

on the forest floor.
"Warm, dry days are already
increasing the fire hazard in many
counties across.the state. Add to this
the devastation to our forests caused
by the southern pine beetle and this
fall fire season could be one of our
most dangerous," said Leah
MacSwords, director of the Division
of Forestry.
The official fall forest fire hazard
season begins today (Monday) and
runs through Dec. IS. During this
time the Kentucky Division of
Forestry asks everyone to obey all
outdoor burning laws.
Kentucky state law prohibits

burning in or within 150 feet of any
woodland or brushland, except
between the hours of 6 p.m. and 6
a.m. or when the ground is covered
in snow.
While burning is allowed
between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m., no one
should conduct outdoor.burning
unless the air is calm and there is
adequate moisture in the air and
ground to prevent the spread of fire.
Reasonable precautions include
clearing the ground around a fire
and having tools and water readily
available. The law also requires that
all outdoor fires be attended until
fully extinguished.

Photo submitted

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
located on Shelter Lane, has listed this short hair, adult,
female cat (left) and these long hair kittens, five weeks old,
male and female, among the many animals available for
adoption. Shelter officials urge persons to call the shelter if
they have lost or found an animal. Hours of the shelter are
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Saturday, and closed on Sunday. For information call 7594141.

The Bluebird Box
By BOB IVY
Kentucky Bluebird Society

More questions
about bluebirds
B.

A. Monitoring is the very heart of the bluebirding
experience.
The monitoring of bluebird nest boxes is very
important, whether you have just one or two boxes,
or a trail consisting of many. By monitoring the nest
boxes on a weekly basis, you will be able to keep track
of all that goes on in and around your boxes. You will also be
able to make repairs to boxes as needed.
Monitoring on a regular basis will also enable you to reduce potential
problems with competitors of the box, as well as parasites and predators.
In addition to ensuring that your bluebird trail is successful, monitoring
enables you to keep records of bluebird productivity.
By keeping records, you will be able to determine which boxes are successful for bluebirds, and which ones may have problems with predators
or competitors. You will also get satisfaction from knowing how many
birds successfully fledged from the boxes you are maintaining.
Bluebird organizations and researchers, to track bluebird population
and movements, also use the data you collect.
Q:Should the bluebird nest be removed after each fledging?
A. Yes. Remove the nest, clean the box and make any necessary
repairs.
Q: Bluebirds arrive in the morning, perch on the nest boxes, then
leave showing little interest in nesting. WHY?
A. Since bluebirds are very territorial, boxes should never be spaced
closer than 100 yards, the length of a football field. With a trail consisting
of several nesting boxes located closer than 100 yards apart the bluebirds
are probably using them as perches to look for insects.
If this happens on a regular basis there is a good chance they are nesting nearby. Check to make certain your nest boxes meet the requirements
for bluebirds and that they are spaced adequately apart.
This information furnished by NABS.
EDITOR'S NOTE—Questions or comments: Kentucky Bluebird
Society, P.O. Box 3425, Paducah, KY 42002. Email: kybluebirds@hcis.net
Apply today for membership and help us help the bluebirds.

Thai's Corner
Restaurant
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Q: Is it important to monitor bluebird boxes and

s keep records of their activities?

Farming news and
notes appear here each
week in the Murray
Ledger & Times!

The Authentic Thai Food In Town.
Original Thai food with quality and fabulous taste.
Thai food festival with all you can eat buffet Wed. & Sun.
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
with some free snack with an order.
Alcohol
Serving
Now
We also have Thai Beer.
So, please come and try us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328
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e Believe In
Making A Big Deal
Out of Service.

$149"
GAS
BLOWER
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Sometimes It 7bIces 4 Few Balloons'
West Kentucky Rural Telephone is planning a Customer
Appreciation Day celebration close to you. book for us
In your area:

14995

CHAIN SAW
017

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
Chestnut Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-2571
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

October 3
cottage Gime, Cottage Grove Post OMee. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Purycar. Puryear Pavilion. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
October 6
llazel/South Hazel. hazel Past Mice Front.
9 a.m to 2 p.m
October 9
Fano Farm, Chek lart 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
nningham. Cunningham Car Wash. 10 a.m. Ur 2 p.m.
'
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5.50%
(October,2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subiect to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 300°. Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details
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Vietnamese imports
cause catfish concerns
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — U.S.
tanners are locked in an intensifying

KAYLA ELLIOTT! MSU photo

FACULTY SERVICE AWARDS...Faculty with 30 years of service to Murray State University were recently recognized at
the Faculty/Professional Staff Luncheon. Shown are faculty
members (from left) Geneva Cooper, nursing, and Dr. Tom
Holcomb, educational studies, leadership and counseling.
Not pictured are Dr. Ernie Bailey, university libraries, and Dr.
Gene Garfield, political science and legal studies.

only a few states.
"It is the failure to adequately

of market the product effectively
importers
with
dispute
of throughout the U.S.," said Andrew
control
over
fish
Vietnamese
Forman, president of Boston-based
America's catfish market.
Domestic catfish farmers are Infinity Seafood LLC.
The domestic industry has revhaving a hard time making money
from their product because the enue of more than $500 million,
imports have depressed prices, said with the greatest concentrations of
Hugh Warren, executive vice presi- farms found in Mississippi,
dent of Indianola-based Catfish Arkansas and Louisiana.
There are more than 150,000
Farmers of America.
He said as much as 20 percent of acres of catfish ponds in the United
the frozen filet market has been cap- States with 91,000 of those acres in
tured by imports of what he calls a Mississippi.
In an effort to aid the beleaguered
cheap, low-quality fish.
"The fact is that these relatively domestic industry, lawmakers have
cheap products are out there driving introduced bills to regulate the
down the price for the farm-raised labeling of catfish.
Rep. Chip Pickering, R-Miss.,
catfish market. The Vietnamese fish
is not even closely related to catfish introduced legislation last week that
would require the term "catfish" to
at all."
Producers say as much as 1 mil- only be used as a common or market
lion pounds of Vietnamese catfish name for fish classified within the
are imported into this country each Ictalariidae family.
Congressmen from Mississippi
month. The Vietnamese fish being
sold in the United States is in the and Arkansas also have introduced
legislation requiring catfish sold in
Pangasiidae family.
The U.S. farm-raised catfish is the United States to carry countryof-orgin labels. Mississippi Gov.
from the Ictalariidae family.
An importer of Vietnamese fish Ronnie Musgrove has considered
said American catfish growers are to calling a special legislative session
blame for their own difficulties by to deal with labeling issues, but it's
selling most of the domestic fish in unclear what, if any, authority the

TV seeing no
ill effects
from attacks

state would have over an international trade issue.
"I think that it's an example that
our elected leaders are realizing and
are convinced that severe economic
harm is being done ... to the farmers," Warren said.
Warren noted that the U.S. catfish industry must go through
inspections from 17 federal agencies, including the Food and Drug
Administration and Environmental
Protection Agency, while the
Vietnamese imports have to only
meet FDA approval.
Forman said the real problem is
that the U.S. industry does a poor
job of marketing and has prices that
are too high for its product.
"The perennial problem that we
found with domestic catfish producers is that we know that 85 to 90 percent of their production is consumed
in that eight- or nine-state area of
the mid-South and Southeast,"
Forman said. "It is the failure to adequately market the product effectively throughout the U.S."
Forman said legislation on labeling is not needed because the
Vietnamese government has passed
a regulation indicating that all fish
exported from Vietnam must be
labeled with the country of origin.

Chronic pain sufferers find it harder to get OxyContin
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP)
Sally Royster cried when her orthopedic surgeon said he would no
longer prescribe OxyContin for the
chronic back pain that leaves her
unable to walk. She was told prescriptions for the drug were under
too much scrutiny.
Sheila Lambert sent the medical
history of her degenerative spinal
disease to 25 doctors and phoned
100 others but all said they weren't
taking new patients or didn't take
pain patients.
"If they hear you have been on

OxyContin they treat you like an
addict," said Lambert of Jonesville,
Va.
Across the country, chronic pain
sufferers like Royster, 50, and
Lambert, 41, are finding it increasingly difficult to obtain the powerful
prescription painkiller, dubbed
"Hillbilly Heroin" because of its
burgeoning abuse as a narcotic in
Appalachia.
They say that abuse — and the
response to it by law makers and law
enforcers — has made doctors
increasingly unwilling to provide the

drug, even to the cancer patients and crush it and snort or inject the powder, OxyContin produces a quick,
chronic pain sufferers who need it.
heroin-like high that can kill.
months
seven
searched
Royster
Since 1998, OxyContin and oxybefore she found a specialist in late
September near her Cincinnati-area codone, the narcotic's active ingrediprescribe ent, have been linked to more than
would
that
home
OxyContin. Until then, her primary 100 deaths nationwide.
The drug's maker, Purdue
care physician agreed to prescribe
the drug, but only on an interim Pharma, pulled its strongest dosage
off the market in May and issued
basis, she said.
While most strong pain medi- tamperproof prescription pads. But
cines last only about four hours, pharmacies are still being robbed for
OxyContin gives a steady 12-hour OxyContin and the drug is still being
release and has fewer side effects. abused. One pharmacy in St. Albans,
But to addicts who chew the pill or Vt., stopped stocking the painkiller

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Oct.
2,2001:
You often swerve from one activity to
another, from one thought to another.
Boundaries become an issue this year, as
you question yourself about how much to
give or not to give. Career gains could be
close to spectacular, depending on your
Interest and drive. A move could occur.
You might opt to purchase a house or
change your domestic situation If single,
you meet many people through your
work. You will be in a special relationship in a year or so If attached, your relationship could become mucked up with
blame or deciding who does what Is this
type of power play really that important?
Instead, express the feelings behind the
issues ARIES can trigger you
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive,
Have
5-Dynamic.
3-Average. 2-So-so. 1-Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Others let you know where you
stand. Opportunity knocks on your door
through an investment or key project
Reach out for others. Your high energy
triggers a lot of activity. Juggle your
schedule accordingly. Tonight: Speak
your mind.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** Maintain a low profile as others zip
around Answer another's questions
openly. Don't worry so much about his
reactions. A love affair heats up considerably If attached. dote on a child
Communication confuses you and forces
you to toss plans aside. Tonight Play
ostrich.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** The full moon emphasizes your
desires, but it could also cause financial
stress Build on established ground
Listen to someone who means a lot to
you An opportunity proves to be very
special Work as a team. Friends step forward as well. Tonight: Play the night
away.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Juggle demands from a boss Or
someone else Think in terms of neutralizing a difficult situation Reschedule
your day accordingly, rather than
attempting to force yourself to do the
impossible. Your instincts help you with
a boss or someone in charge Tonight In
the limelight
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
**** Don't jump to conclusions. If
you do. follow through by backing up
ideas with logic Your Instincts direct you
with finances Still, don't take another's
cooperation for granted Not everything
is as it appears A friend becomes overly
serious Tonight Get an overview
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22)
** * Deal with others directly

after thieves broke in four times this
summer looking for OxyContin.
"The problem is not with the drug
... it is with our society," said Dr.
Gladstone McDowell, director of the
Grant Pain Management Center in
Columbus.
He agrees that there are people
who try to con OxyContin, but he
said doctors who properly document
their work shouldn't have to worry.
Still, he sees fewer doctors willing to
write OxyContin prescriptions and
says those who do often have waiting lists.

NEW YORK (AP) — For
television executives, it's safe
to exhale.
They worried that depression over the Sept. II terrorist
attacks would drive people
away from prime-time TV.
Instead, based on ratings from
the season's opening week, the
opposite is true.
"Obviously, none of us knew
what to expect," NBC entertainment president Jeff Zucker
said. "Clearly, the established
shows have returned in a major
way and I think that's a relief to
those who program television
and probably a relief to the
country as well that they can
see their familiar friends."
„Zucker chose his last word
for its double meaning. NBC's
"Friends" was one of the
week's notable successes, with
31 million people tuning in
Thursday to see which of the
three female characters was
pregnant.
Prime-time viewing in general was up 4 percent over the
last two years during the first
few nights of the season, said
top CBS researcher David
Poltrack.
"People are spending more
time at home," Poltrack said.
"People are seeking the comfortable. All of the traditionally
strong hit shows got off to
strong starts."
These included dramas like
ABC's "The Practice." NBC's
"Law and Order" and "ER" and
CBS' "JAG" and "CSI: Crime
Investigation."
Scene
Comedies "Everybody Loves
Raymond" on CBS and
"Frasier" on NBC also did well.
Indeed, one rival network
executive likened "Friends" to
comfort food in troubled time
and admitted he watched it
instead of his networks fare
Thursday night.

All the news you need at your fingertips!
The Murray Ledger and Times
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Another's initial response jolts you.
Express concern. Keep conversations
open. Creativity helps you deal with
pressures_ Don't nsk anything involving
the long term. Discussions reveal another's logic. Tonight: Share with your best
fnend.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Establishing what you want
takes talent, as others make demands left
and right. Despite frustrations, keep conversations going. Clearly. others have
different ideas than you. Trying to convince others of the bnghtness of your
ideas right now might not work.
Tomorrow is another day. Tonight: Go
along with a friend's plans.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Concentrate on work rather than
becoming upset. You have a lot on your
mind and could be distracted Ask as
many questions as you need to. Seek out
information from those you trust and
those that are in the know A friend
spouts ideas. Tonight: Get into a stressbuster
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** A steady application of energy
and understanding can help clear out the
aftereffects of the full moon. Be careful
with spending, as you could head in a
direction you ultimately would prefer not
to go. Others make promises they mean

but might not be able to meet. Tonight:
Romp away.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Much drops on you. You work
overtime trying to clear out an overload
of tasks and messages. If pushed too far,
you might lose your temper. Others mean
well, but they could be excessive in their
need for attention. Ask for help. Tonight:
Work as late as you can.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** A partner asks for something
that you might feel is impossible. You
might be tempted to laugh and not take
others seriously. Recognize that there
could be ramifications of these actions.
Do as much as possible to help out others
by offering positive suggestions.
Tonight: Swap tales of the day.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Deal with finances before you
have a 'problem. Others distract you as
your popularity mounts. Realize that you
might be on overload. Friends push you
in one direction while a loved one or
child wants something different. Can you
balance the two? Tonight: Decide what
you can afford before you treat!
BORN TODAY
Leader Mahatma Gandhi (1869), musician Sting (1951), fashion designer
Donna Karan (1948)

\
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Dixieland Court • 1304 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY 42071
Open Mon.-Sat. 1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m
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APR Financing
up to 60 months

Taurus

All 2001 Ford, Lincoln and Mercury Cai

E•
79 APR Financing
0%.APR Financing up to 36 months or 2N90

All 2001 Ford Trucks

el,MESON
MexicaR RestaaPaut
1006 Chestnut St., Murray

of customer as determined by Ford Credit Some
'0% and 2 9% APR financing rates or rebates up to S3000 vary depending on credit worthiness
iistomers will not quality Take new retail delivery from dealer stock by 10/31/01 See dealer for complete details

(Next to Cheri Theatre)

3a11 Special

10%

3a11 Special
10%

OFF MEAL
WITH COUPON

OFF MEAL
WITH COUPON

Not good .ith any other offer One coupon
per per,on per visit Fxptrec Oct 11, 2001

Not good with an,,, other otter One coupor
per person per visit Expires Oct 11, 2001

FORD

Parker\Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street • Murray • 270-753-5273
www.parkerford.com
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Cards one back of Astros

Racers
finish
in tie
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. —
Two overtime periods failed to
produce a victor in Sunday's
collegiate women's soccer
match between Murray State
and host Indiana State, leaving
the contest in a 1-1 tie.
Indiana State(3-5-1)grabbed
a 1-0 lead at the 35-minute mark
of the first half when Jamie
Brinck scored off an assist from
Ashlie Voerg. The Sycamores
carried that lead to the halftime
break, and appeared poised to
make that slim margin stand.
But
Murray's
Lindsey
Gustafson prevented an ISU celebration by knocking home an
unassisted goal with just nine
minutes left in regulation.
The final nine minutes failed
to produce a goal, sending the
match into overtime. MSU (4-511 outshot the Sycamores by a 42 count in the first 15-minute
extra period, but the match was
still undecided.
Indiana State returned the
favor in the second overtime,
outshooting the Racers by a 5-2
count. But the match ended in a
tie.
The Sycamores outshot
Murray by a 25-13 margin for
the match. Gustafson led the
Racers with five shots,including
two on goal. Lauren McAdams,
Jill Havvanchak, Brooke Royer
and Theresa Reedy each were
credited with a shot on goal.
MSU goalkeeper Karen
Fitzharris collected nine saves
while Indiana State's Carey
Patton recorded five saves.
The Racers return to action
Thursday with a home match
against in-state rival Louisville,
beginning at 4 p.m. at Cutchin
Field.

Gordon gets
another new
track victory
ANsAS (IT). Kan. iAPi —
fell Gordon started up front. tinshed in twin and stayed out front.
iordon continued his push
toward his first Winston Cup title
since 1995 on Sunday, widening
hi, points lead over Ricky Rudd
w oh a in in a crash-tilled Protection One 400 at the new Kansas
Speedy,ay.
'
There'. no doubt that when
vou get knocked off the mount:WI. sin.‘c.• got to search your
soul to find out it you've got the
desire to L limh the mountain again,,aid Gordon. For the past couple of years, it's been a challenge. hut I knew I had the desire.Gordon., No. 24 Chevrolet
pulled away from rookie Ryan
New man atter a red flag halted
the race for II minutes in the
closing laps.
Getting his series-leading sixth
win of the season — and his third
career win at a new track, tops
in NASCAR's last 30 years — came
down to more than desire for the
three-time Cup champion. He
widened his lead over Rudd by
10 points and leads by 222 points
with eight races remaining.
Gordon caught three critical
breaks. The biggest break came
on lap 230 when Rusty Wallace
was sent back to the 17th spot
for speeding on pit road.

II St. Louis gets
big days from
Williams, Pujols

GOIN'DEEP.. Albert Pujols hit
his 37th homer of the season as the Cardinals drew
to within one game of NL
Central-leading Houston after
a 7-3 victory on Sunday.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Woody
Williams has been one of the biggest
reasons why the St. Louis Cardinals are in playoff contention.
Williams won for the seventh
time in eight decisions since joining St. Louis, and Albert Pujols
hit a two-run homer as the Cardinals beat the Pittsburgh Pirates
7-3.
"The wins speak for themselves,"
Cardinals manager Tony La Russa
said. "He's come in and made a
terrific contribution."
Williams (15-9), acquired from
San Diego on Aug. 2 for Ray
Lankford, has been a key reason
for St. Louis' late-season resurgence.
The Cardinals are 36-15 since

then to move within one game of credit to St. Louis pitching coach
NL Central leader Houston and Dave Duncan.
extended their wild card lead to
"Dave Duncan has really got
me prepared to pitch every time
four games over San Francisco.
Williams gave up three runs — I go out there," Williams said.
two earned — and struck out eight "My first few years as a starter,
in seven innings to improve to 7- I thought 1 was prepared, but I
1 with a 2.53 ERA since the trade. wasn't."
He is 5-0 with a 1.10 ERA and
Williams allowed a run-scoring
three complete games in his past single by Brian Giles and a tworun home run by Aramis Ramirez
five starts.
The deal after the trade dead- in the fourth as the Pirates went
line — meaning Williams got ahead 3-2.
through waivers — was really
It was Pittsburgh's first lead in
more about unloading Lankford, the three-game series. The Cardiwho was disgruntled, strikeout- nals swept the series to improve
prone and had lost his starting job to 14-3 against the Pirates this
in the outfield.
season.
Williams was 58-62 lifetime at
Otherwise, Williams was perthe time. But he had a history of fect — he didn't allow a baserunpitching well down the stretch — ner in his other six innings.
he is 15-8 with a 2.87 ERA life"Woody know how to pitch,"
time in September and October.
Pittsburgh manager Lloyd McClenAnd Williams has put together don said.
the best run of his career. He gave
"He was in and out, keeps the

ball down on left-handed hitters.
He's a solid, veteran pitcher —
knows what he's doing."
Pujols hit his 37th homer in
the first off rookie Tony McKnight (3-5).
He also .singled in the fourth
and walked in the seventh. The
homer was Pujols' 85th extra-base
hit, adding to his NL rookie record.
Pujols has 350 total bases, two
short of the NL rookie mark set
by Richie Allen in 1964.
He already holds the league rookie RBI record with 128 and is
one short of the rookie home run
record, held by Frank Robinson
and Wally Berger.
"He's the best (rookie) I've ever
seen," McClendon said. "And he's
doing it in pressure situations."
J.D. Drew was 1-for-2 with two
walks, two stolen bases and three
runs. Eli Marrero was 2-3 with a
triple, an RBI and a run.

Chargers stay
unbeaten; Pats
smash Colts
sAN DIEGO i
The San
Diego Chargers are winning the way
other wants heat them last year:
by running the hall and forcing
turnovers.
Rookie running back LaDainian Tomlinson broke loose for
touchdowns on three straight second-half possessions. and the
Chargers won a showdown .of surprising unbeaten teams. 28-14 over
Cincinnati .on Sunda\ .
The game was tied 7-7 at halftime before Tomlinson broke loose
with scoring runs of 4. 2 and 3
yards. He finished w ith 1(17 yards
on 21 carries, his second 100-yard
game in three starts.
The Chargers (3-0) forcerfour
turnovers by Cincinnati (2-1),
including Jon Kitna's first three
interceptions of the season. Cornerback Ryan McNeil had two
pickoffs to give hint l'ive this season.
Patriots 44, Colts 13
FOXBORO, Mass.(AP) - Otis
Smith and Ty Law returned intercepted passes from Peyton Manning and returned them for touchdowns, lifting New England to its
their first victory.
Indianapolis (2-1) averaged 33
first-half points in their two victories as Manning threw six touch,down passes. But he' also threw
four interceptions, and that tendency
continued against the Patriots, who
led 20-0 at halftime.

Antowain Smith ran for 94 yards
and two touchdowns for the Patriots (1-2), who won without injured
quarterback Drew Bledsoe.
Rams 42, Dolphins 10
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Kurt Warner threw four touchdown passes,
and Marshall Faulk scored three
touchdowns in a rout of Miami
(2-I).
The Rams (3-0), rolled up 451
yards in total offense, including a
99-yard scoring drive in the third
quarter.
Warner, 16-0 in home games,
counting regular season and playoffs, was 24-for-31 for 328 yards
and no interceptions. In the first
two games, he had four touchdown passes and three pickoffs.
Warner opened the game going
8-for-8 for 68 yards on a 10-play
drive capped by a 3-yard touchdown pass to Ricky Proehl, giving him 13 straight completions
in a span of two games.
Ravens 20, Broncos 13
DENVER (AP) — Baltimore
held Denver to 228 yards total
offense, and Qadry Ismail and
Travis Taylor each caught touchdown passes.
The Ravens (2-1) rebounded
from a surprising loss to Cincinnati last week. The Broncos (21), who managed three points in
the AFC wild card game at Baltimore last season, committed three
turnovers.

Bill Ross/Ai-' i-moto

STOP RIGHT THERE...Baltimore Ravens tight end Shannon Sharpe (82) is tackled by Denver Broncos safety Kenoy Kennedy after a third quarter pass reception on Sunday.

Lakers defeat Greyhounds
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
REIDLAND, Ky. ---- The Calloway County boys' soccer team
used a 'hip' attitude to defeat Reidland 1-0 Saturday and avoid losing its third consecutive match.
The Lakers (56) stayed above
.500 when Adam
Yezerski scored
Lakers 1
the game's only
Reidland 0
goal on an
from
assist
Brandon Morris two minutes in.
and CCHS placed 11 shots on
goal to Reidland's nine in making that score stand up against the
Greyhounds (4-9).
Morris ran down a pass down
the right side. and fired a cross to

,

1110

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO

the back post. Yezerski ran under- Thursday with a 5 p.m. \sit to
neath the pass, and the ball rico- Mayfield and Secondl District foe
cheted off his right hip and into Graves County.
the net past 'Hound goalkeeper
At 2-4 in the league standings.
Ryan Childs.
Calloway is scrambling for the
Dan Mathis recorded five saves No. 3 seed for the district tourand Kyle Starks four to thwart nament, which would leave it just
the home side, while Childs stopped one win from the championship
10 shots.
game and a berth in. the First
Calloway head coach Mark Region Tournament.
Kennedy said a switch from his
The district's fourth and fifth
team's offensive-minded approach seeds, meanwhile, would face each
gave his struggling defense a boost. other in the tournament opener for
"We were in a defensive align- the right to face state-ranked Marment to limit (Reidland's) scoring shall County in the district semiopportunities," Kennedy said. finals.
"They got scoring opportunities,
"Graves County is important
but Dan Mathis made some tremen- because we're on the bubble in
dous saves.
the district," Kennedy said. "We
"We bent, but we didn't break, have to have that match and get
our gamble paid off."
some help if we want to avoid
The Lakers return to action that dreaded fourth seed."
so

Top No My 1111t
Georgia Ted tails
By The Associated Press
Easy wins kept Miami and Florida 1-2 in the AP media poll,
while a close call did nothing to shake Oklahoma's No. 3 standing.
The Sooners beat Kansas State 38-37, holding steady behind
the No. 1 Hurricanes and No. 2 Gators and ahead of two Big 12
Conference rivals, No. 4 Nebraska and No. 5 Texas.
Miami tops The Associated Press Top 25 for the fourth straight
poll, collecting 34 first-place votes and 1,744 points from the 72
Sports writers and broadcasters on the AP panel. The Hurricanes
(3-0) beat Pittsburgh 43-21 on Thursday night.
Florida (4-0) knocked Mississippi State out of the Top 25 with
a 52-0 win and received 22 first-place votes and 1,725 points.
Oklahoma (4-0) had nine first-place votes and 1,648 points.
Nebraska (5-0), a 36-3 winner against Missouri, had two firstplace votes and 1,546 points. Texas (4-0) defeated Texas Tech 427 and had four first-place votes and 1,511 points.
On Saturday, Oklahoma plays Texas in Dallas.
Georgia Tech took the biggest hit in Sunday's poll. tumbling
eight spotc- to No. 17 after its 47-44 overtime loss to Clemson.
Tennessee, with a 26-18 win over LSU, moved up a notch to
No. 6, followed by No. 7 Oregon. No. 8 Virginia Tech, No. 9
UCLA and NO. 10 Fresno State (one first-place vote).

any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

••••

Van Haverstock

Haverstock
and —
Suitor
Insurance Agency

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Insurance

211 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

753-3415

Electric Power & Telecommunication*

Game of The Week: Calloway Co. vs. Marshall Co.
SEE THE GAME ON MES CABLE
Channel 15
Saturday, Sept. 29. 10:00 AM and Tuesday. Oct. 2, 6:00 PM
Don 1 have INES Cable yet' Call 753-5312 for free Installation
NO CONTRACTS
NO HASSLES
NO GIMMICKS
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Racer Boyd, Lorenzen state case TATA ©3ZM
Roundup in 42-31 loss to Ole Miss epiN Do you have a CD or IRA maturing? ,--i-Sponsored by Stuart Alexander

SAVTMERM WM SWUM URI'S FIXED ARMUITV

.•

The Murray State rifle team
opened its 2001-02 season with
a 6,141-5,988 victory over Tennessee-Martin Saturday at the Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range.
The host Racers' Gold squad
fired a 4,599 score in smallbore and a 1,542 in air rifle,
while the MSU Blue team posted a 6,002 aggregate (4.5071,495). The Skyhawks tallied a
4,503 smallbore total and a
1,485 in air rifle.
Murray sophomore Morgan
Hicks led all shooters with a
1,171 out of a possible 1,200
in smallbore and a 394 out of
maximum 400 in air rifle.
The Racers will next compete Sunday then they travel to
Jacksonville (Ala.) State.

Mississippi coach Da‘id Cutcliffe likely won't be
in Morriss' shoes any time soon, not with sophomore Eli Manning at the helm.
Manning threw for 268 yards and two touchdowns as the Rebels extended Kentucky's losing
streak against conference opponents to 11 games
dating back to the 1999 season.
Manning, the brother of former Tennessee quarterback Peyton Manning and son of former Mississippi and New Orleans Saints great Archie Manning, completed 19 of 36 passes, including 26- and
5-yard TDs. He has thrown for 804 yards and eight
touchdowns with only one interception through three
games.
Manning led the Rebels on touchdown drives on
each of their first three possessions, which included his two TD passes. He was 5-of-5 for 56 yards
on the Rebels' 67-yard scoring drive to open the
game.
"They put some pressure on Eli early in the
game, and I thought he played tremendous under
pressure," Cutcliffe said. 'They were finding ways
to get to him and hit him, and he made numerous
completions letting the ball go at the last second."
Manning wasn't the only offensive star for Mississippi.
Chris Collins had career-highs in receptions (seven)
and yards (119), including a 26-yard touchdown
catch, and scored his first career rushing TD on a
38-yard reverse.
Joe Gunn rushed 13 times for 113 yards to
become the fifth player in Mississippi history to
rush for 2,000 yards in a career.

EIU beats
Racers 3-1

RICHMOND, Ky. — Murray State shot a three-round
total of 894 (301-293-300) to
finish fourth at the 17-team
Colonel Classic Saturday at the
par-72 Arlington Golf Club.
Host Eastern Kentucky outdistance the rest of the pack
with a second-round 279.to win
the 54-hole tournament with a
857. Morehead State and Ohio
tied for second at 885.
The Racers were led by Matt'
Stark. who tied for seventh in
the 96-golfer meet with a 217
after shooting a second-round
69 Friday. Erik Herberth of Ohio
won the individual title with a
212 after opening with a 66.
MSU's Brandon Henson tied
for Ilth with a 219, while Blake
Darnell tied for 43rd at 228,
J.T. King tied for 55th at 231
and Alex Sundsten tied for 73rd
at 236.
Murray returns to the links
Oct. 22-23 at the Chris
University
Cothran/Radford
Intercollegiate in Radford, Va.

Rowers
3rd, 4th
in opener
CINCINNATI - - The Murray State women's rowing team
opened its 2001-02 season Saturday at the Head of the Licking, finishing third and fourth
in the varsity eights race.
MSU's first boat crossed the
finish line of the two-kilometer
(1 1/4-mile) course in 21 min
utes, 38 seconds, while the second Racer crew clocked in at
23:02.
Louisville won the race with
a time of 19:34, followed by
the Cincinnati Junior Rowing
Club at 19:55.
Murray will next compete
Oct. 20 at the Head of the Ten
nessee in Knoxville.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
62 595
91
x-New York
77 500 14 1/2
77
Boston
80 484 17
Toronto
75
92 403 29 1/2
Baltimore
62
98 368 35
Tampa Bay
57
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
66 574
89
x-Cleveland
7 1/2
74 526
82
Chicago
8 1/2
75 519
81
Minnesota
92 410 25 1/2
Detroit
64
95 391 28 1/2
61
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
711
45
x-Seattle
111
60 615 15
96
y-Oakland
481 36
81
Anaheim
75
84 461
72
39
Texas
x-clinched division
y-clinched wild card spot
Sunday's Games
Boston 8. Detroit 5
Baltimore 1, N.Y. Yankees 1. 15 innings. tie
Cleveland 9. Minnesota 1
Toronto 6. Tampa Bay 5, 12 innings
Chicago White Sox 5, Kansas City 2
Texas 8. Anaheim 6
Seattle 6, Oakland 3

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
72 .539
Atlanta
84
82
2
74 .526
Philadelphia
4
76 .513
New York
80
83 .468 11
73
Florida
91 .417 19
65
Montreal
Central Division
L Pct. G8
W
65 .583 —
Houston
91
1
66 .577
90
St Louis
71 '.545
85
6
Chicago
Cincinnati
91 .417 26
65
91 .417 26
65
Milwaukee
Pittsburgh
98 .372 33
58
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
68 .564
88
Anzona
2
70 .551
86
San Francisco
82
6
74 .526
Los Angeles
11
79 .494
77
San Diego
71
85 .455 17
Colorado
Sunday's Games
N Y Mets 9, Atlanta 6
Cincinnati 5. Montreal 4
St Louis 7, Pittsburgh 3
Chicago Cubs 7. Houston 6
Colorado 10, Milwaukee 0
San Diego 5, San Francisco 4
Florida 8, Philadelphia 3
Los Angeles 2, Arizona 1

UofL blasts Memphis
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — No
one was happier than Dave Ragone
to see Louisville's anemic running
attack finally come to life in Saturday's 38-21 win over Memphis.
The Cardinals (4-1, 1-0 Conference USA) rushed for a season-high
235 yards, and that opened up the
secondary for Ragone, who threw for
207 yards, including two touchdown
passes to Deion Branch.
"A good running game is what we
needed to help the offense get going,"
said Ragone, who finished 15-for-27
without an interception. "If we can
run the ball like that, teams can't be
so one-dimensional against us."
The Cardinals came in averaging
only 106 rushing yards per game.
They managed only 29 yards on the

The Murray State women's
volleyball team suffered its
eighth consecutive loss and
dropped to 0-5 in the Ohio Valley Conference with a 30-24,
28-30, 30-20, 30-17 loss to Eastern Illinois Saturday at Racer
Arena.
MSU (1-13) was outserved
nine aces to two and outblocked
13-6 and managed a .192 attack
percentage while the Panthers
(8-3, 3-1) went .292 at the net.
Kim Cappa paced the Racers with a match-high 23 kills
while Trena Fish had 16 kills
and two blocks. Chrissy Dabbert dished out 50 assists and
Kristen Jones added 11 digs. Sara
Schmitt and J.J. Fauerbach each
collected two blocks.
Murray returns to action Tuesday when it hosts Southern Illinois at 7 p.m.

Men's golf
takes 4th
at Eastern

5.50°/0

Timothy D. Easley/AP Photo
Memphis' Dante Brown (46) gains
yardage as Louisville's Curry
Burns, rear, looks on during the
first half of the Cardinals' 38-21
win Saturday in Louisville, Ky.

ground and lost leading rusher T.J.
Patterson to an ankle injury in last
week's 34-10 loss to Illinois.
Coach John L. Smith turned to
senior Tony Stallings and freshman
Lionel Gates to resurrect Louisville's
ground attack, and both of them delivered.
Stallings rushed for a career-high
155 yards and Gates added 68 yards
in his first action. The duo combined
for three rushing touchdowns, including a 45-yarder by Stallings that was
Louisville's longest run from scrimmage this season. Stallings added a
51-yard run in the game's final minute.
"There were holes everywhere, just
like in practice," said Stallings, who's
been hobbled by knee problems this
fall.
Dante Brown rushed 16 times for
119 yards and a touchdown.for Memphis (2-2, 0-1), which lost to Louisville
for the eighth time in the last nine
meetings.
The Tigers were the nation's top
team against the run last season, and

EIU wrecks Tech 44-33
CHARLESTON, Ill..(AP) —
Tony Romo threw four touchdown
passes and J.R. Taylor had two
third-quarter scoring runs Saturday as unbeaten eastern Illinois
downed Tennessee Tech 44-33.
Romo was 17-of-23 passing for
Eastern's Panthers (4-0, 2-0 Ohio
Valley Conference), ranked eighth
in the latest I-AA poll.
He hit Frank Cutolo on touchdown passes of 4 and 44 yards
and connected with Anthony Raymond for a 25-yarder with 22 seconds left in the half that tied the
game at 20-20.
Taylor, who gained 122 yards
on 21 carries, had TD runs of 1
and 26 yards as the Panthers took
a two-touchdown lead.
Tech's Golden Eagles (2-2, 01) got three touchdown passes
from Grant Swallows, including two
to Tedarrell Scott. The second one
from 6 yards out brought Tech
within 41-33 with 7:17 left.
Bill Besenhofer then kicked a
32-yard field goal for Eastern with
1:03 left, sealing the win.
Tennessee State 20,
Southeast Missouri State 14
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Shannon Harris completed 27-of41 passes for 344 yards to lead

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE
Conference
L
W
0
2
Eastern Illinois
0
1
Tennessee St.
1
1
E. Kentucky
0
0
Murray State
1
Tennessee Tech 0
1
0
SE Missouri
1
Tenn.-Martin
0

All Games
WL
0
3
0
3
2
2
1
2
2
2
3
2
3
1

No. 25 Tennessee State past Southeast Missouri State.
The Tigers (3-0, 1-0) gained
470 yards of total offense, but
were called for 20 penalties for
169 yards. Tennessee State had
two touchdowns called back
because of penalties.
The Indians (2-3, 0-1) had the
ball at the Tennessee State 1-yard
line with less than a minute to
go, but were unable to score. Curtis Cooper was stopped for no
gain as time ran out on the clock.
Marvin Jones was the Tigers'
leading rusher with 15 carries for
64 yards. KaRon Key ran the ball
three times for 6 yards, but scored
the Tigers' two touchdowns.
Eastern Kentucky 42,
Tennessee-Martin 10
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) — C.J.
Hudson rushed for 118 yards and
two touchdowns as Eastern Kentucky defeated Tennessee-Martin.

_PREBUY GAS
We Saved You $1 per,Gallon

Our
customers
who prebought gas
almost $1 per
saved
early
gallon for gas last winter, call us
early to get your prebuy for this next winter.

Calloway County Propane Gas
3040 Hwy.94 Fast
Murray, Kentucky • 7%3-8011
nova's
tur for I aka R(14,
Neu' cc n me glilloctuleC

Eastern Kentucky (2-2, 1-1)
capitalized on three first-half Skyhawk turnovers and controlled the
clock for more than 37 minutes
in the game.
The Colonels scored on drives
of 30, 37, 20 and 25 yards en
route to a 28-3 halftime advantage over Tennessee-Martin (1-3,
0-1).
Hudson, however, gained the
bulk of his yards after the half.
He carried the ball on all three
plays of the Colonels' first possession of the third quarter, recording 81 yards in 39 seconds. The
score put Eastern Kentucky ahead
35-3.

were allowing only 1 1 1 yards on the
ground before Saturday's game.
"We were a very poor run defense
team today. They had a lot to do
with it," said Memphis coach Tommy
West. "They lined up and whipped
us pretty good."
Smith had planned to redshirt Gates,
a highly-touted Jacksonville, Fla., product. But Patterson's injury forced Gates
into action.
Memphis took a 7-0 lead in the
opening minutes after a fumble by
Ragone set up a 1-yard touchdown
run by Brown.
The Cardinals rushed for 53 yards
on their answering drive, nearly doubling their rushing output from last
week's game.
Ragone capped the drive with a
10-yard touchdown pass to Branch
with 8:27 left in the first quarter.
The Cardinals chewed up 6 1/2
minutes on their next drive, and Nathan
Smith kicked a 27-yard field goal on
the second play of the second quarter to. put Louisville ahead for good.

Newman's Barber Shop
NE113211EW

Riflers
outshoot
Martin

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The last thing Kentucky coach Guy Morriss needs is a quarterback
controversy.
But even Morriss admOs he's not sure who will
be under center — redsilirt freshman Shane Boyd
or sophomore Jared Lorenzen — when the Wildcats
take on No. 13 South ,Carolina next weekend.
"I don't know who will start next week," Morriss said following Kentucky's 42-31 loss to Mississippi on Saturday. "It will be the same as every
week.
"We'll look at the game tapes, see how effective
each one was, talk to them and then evaluate them
throughout the week at practice."
Both played asainst the Rebels (2-1, 1-1 Southeastern Conferen(e) Saturday with each finding limited success. ,
Boyd started the game, scoring two rushing touchdowns to keep Kentucky (1-3, 0-2) close into the
third quarter.
Trailing 35-21, Lorenzen — who started all 11
games and set six NCAA freshman passing records
last season — entered the game late in the third
quarter and directed two scoring drives to pull the
Wildcats within 35-31 with 7:39 to play.
"In fairness to Shane, he had some drops from
his receivers," Morriss said. "So we made the switch
to Jared. We've said all along if we felt like one
was struggling or we needed a spark, we might
make a change.
"That's the luxury of having two quarterbacks;
you don't really feel afraid of using either one of
them."

615 South 12th St.
Suite A-1
Murray, KY 42071
Cell: 270-339-0265
Hours:

4111:

PiA Ito

Tuesday-Friday 8:00 am. to 5:00 p.m.

'S
,A CRAWFORD
BAR-B-QUE
e*1

Almo, KY•753-1934
Serving The Best BBO, Ribs, Pork & Chicken"
*Homestyle Vegetable Plates 'Sandwiches *Burgoo
'Pizza 'Salads 'Homemade Desserts & More )
SERVING HOURS

OHIO VALLEY
CONFPRENCE

Sunday 8. Monday Closed • Tuesday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wednesday-Friday 10 a.m.-9 p.m. • Saturday 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
DINE IN OR CARRY OUT'

Murray State v, Southern
University * Illinois
Tuesday, October 2, 2001
7 p.m. RACER ARENA
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Twins suspect in deputy's death

KAYLA ELLIOTT/ MSU photo
FACULTY SERVICE AWARDS.. Faculty with 25 years of service to Murray State University
were recently recognized at the Faculty/Professional Staff Luncheon. Shown are faculty members (from left) Dr. Tom Begley, occupational safety and health; Dr. Gary Brockway, management and marketing/provost and vice president for academic affairs; Dr. Bill Payne, agriculture; Dr. Wayne Bell, mathematics and statistics; Dr. Tom Kind, geosciences; Dr. Oliver
Muscio, chemistry; Dr. Chuck Hulick, educational studies, leadership and counseling; Dr.
Steve Norwood, industrial and engineering technology; and Dr. James Booth, organizational
communication. Not pictured are Dr. Mike Cohen, English and philosophy Dr. David Earnest,
English and philosophy; Richard Steiger, English and philosophy; and Dr. Tom Wagner and
Dr. Lowell Latto, educational studies, leadership and counseling.

Hudspeth elected black leaders union president
GEORGETOWN,Ky. — Danny
Hudspeth 11. who goes by his middle name. O'Shea, has been elected
president of the Union of Black
Leaders at Georgetown College.
Hudspeth is a senior biology
major from Murray, and a receiver
on the football team, which won
the NA1A national championship
last year.

Hudspeth had been UBL chaplain for three years. Because he
was held out of action as a freshman. Hudspeth will be able to play
football for Georgetown in 2002.
He is uncertain about his future
plans but is considering graduate
school and physical therapy.
Hudspeth's mother, Regina, participated in a drive in Murray to

GREAT DEALS
on

Pre-Owned Cars & Trucks
2001 Chev. Tahoe 4x4, 9,000 miles, leather
Green
2000 Ford F-150 SWB, 16.700 miles.........
............. Red
,1631
2000 Chev. Silverado Reg. Cab, Z-71, 16,000 miles
Burgandy
10151
2000 Chev. S-10 Reg. Cab, 15,000 miles
Black
11211
1999 GMC Yukon 4x4 SLT, 40,800 miles
Pewter
X011321 1999 Ford Mustang GT Coupe, 37,000 miles
Red
X013981 1999 Ford F-150 XL Ext. Cab, 22,000 miles
Red
X004471 1999 Chev. Silverado Ext. Z-71, 72,800 miles Burgandy
X014121 1999 Chev. S-10 Ext., V-6, 18,000 miles
Pewter
X020341 1998 Toyota Camry LE. 78,181 miles._ ............... Green
3351
1998 Ford Ranger Reg. Cab, 28,700 miles
Tan
X010901 1998 Chev. S-10 Ext. ZR2 4x4, All power, 63.000 miles.
White
X011911 1998 Chev. Monte Carlo Coupe, 48,900 miles . White
X012711 1998 Chev. Blazer LT 4x4, Leather. 56,000 miles
Green
, X020501 1998 Buick LeSabre Sedan, 55.000 miles
White
X011572 1997 Pontiac Grand Prix Sedan, 97.111 miles
Teal
X012593 1997 Nissan Quest Van, 43640 miles
Grey
X013201 1997 Ford Taurus Sedan, el 149 miles
Blue
X0135512 1997 Ford F-150 XLT Lariat, 38,809 miles
White
X054042 1997 Chrysler LHS Sedan, 72 800 miles
Black
1341
1997 Chev. 3500 Flatbed, 62.000 miles
White
X011271 1997 Cadillac Concour Sedan, 55,500 miles..
Diamond White
4451
1997 Buick Regal Sedan,69,500 miles
White
X054081 1996 Olds 98 Elite Sedan,84,450 miles
Silver
X013101 1996 Nissan Sentra GLE Sedan, 86,000 miles . Burgandy
5252
1996 Chrysler Town & Country Van,91,703 miles
Iris
991821
1996 Cadillac Seville SLS, 48,000 miles
Black
1801
1996 Cadillac DeVille Sedan,63,000 miles........
Blue
X053992 1995 Olds Cutlass Ciera Sedan,73,000 miles ... Burgandy
X012401 1995 Dodge Dakota Ext. 4x4 SLT, 35,800 miles
Green
10911
1995 Buick Riviera Coupe, 75,000 miles
Maroon
1962
1994 Chev. 1500 SWB Reg. Cab,66,000 miles.. Burgandy
X013352 1996 Jeep Cherokee Country, Leather, 76.000 miles Green
.G04372
K012241
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collect toys for children who lost
parents in the Sept. 11 disaster. He
had the URL do this at Georgetown
College and more than 50 stuffed
animals were collected in four
days.
UBL conducts and participates
in a number of activities on the
Georgetown campus including a
book drive, which Hudspeth chairs.

PENROSE,Colo.(AP) — Police
found a cache of weapons in the
home of twin brothers, known to
neighbors as loners who liked to
wear camouflage clothing, who are
suspected of killing a sheriff's
deputy and critically wounding a
police officer.
Joel and Michael Stovall, 24,
were being held without bail Sunday
and will be formally advised of murder charges on Monday, said Lt.
Melissa Hartman of the El Paso
Sheriff's office.
They gave up and were arrested
late Saturday after an all-day pursuit
that led into the scenic canyons
along the Arkansas River near the
Royal Gorge.
About 100 law officers had
joined in the search, aided by
National Guard helicopters.
At the brothers' home, investiga-

Misty Viles was married to
tors found several guns, several
knives and _what they believe to be Michael for two years.
"They thought the government
ingtedients for a bomb,said Fremont
Sheriff Ivan Middlemiss. He said was tapping their phones," she told
when the twins turned themselves in the Gazette of Colorado Springs.
they had several automatic weapons. "They were really into guns, liked to
People who knew the brothers carry guns."
The brothers didn't have adult
said they had trouble fitting in.
"They didn't have a lot of friends. criminal records, according to the
They didn't hang out with other peo- Colorado Bureau of Investigation.
ple and they were always acting mil- Both had worked as guards at the
itant, the kind of people who wanted Colorado State Penitentiary in nearto be in the army," said Scott by Canon City, where their mother,
Branam, who went to Florence High Linda Stovall, is an officer, Viles
said. The area is about 90 miles
School with them.
"They always did twisted stuff in southwest of Denver.
Investigators said the brothers
high school," such as dropping burning paper dowa vents at the school, had been arrested Friday afternoon
he said. "I think the time everybody for allegedly shooting a neighbor's
in school decided they weren't nor- dog in an alley near their grandmal was when one brother shot the mother's house in Penrose and
other in the collarbone with a bow dumping its body into the Arkansas
River.
and arrow."

Attacks toll on Hawaii's
economy yet to be grasped
HONOLULU (AP) — When he saw the horrifying
images of the Sept. II terrorist attacks, Vani Olie knew
right away that life would change even here, 5,000
miles away. He was right.
The 59-year-old tour bus mechanic is among thousands of Hawaii residents who have lost their jobs or
had their work hours reduced since the attacks, a result
of a slowdown in air travel that has dealt the state's
tourism industry its worst blow ever.
"It's the first time I come to file this kind of unemployment," said Olie, who waited behind 60 others at an
unemployment office in Waipahu on Friday. "It's a very
hard time."
The father of five helps support his grandchildren,
.but concern for his own family is accompanied by lingering sorrow over the attacks.

"I got laid off," he said. "You watch on the TV, the
people lost their life."
Gov. Ben Cayetano called the tourism downturn the
state's greatest economic crisis ever. Economists said
it's too soon to tell whether the travel slowdown is a
financial ripple that can be ridden out — or a tidal wave
that will bring long-term hardship.
"There's obviously a very dire worst-case scenario,
but we don't have enough information now to say that
we're likely to see that," said Byron Gangnes of the
University of Hawaii Economic Research Organization.
Hawaii's once-thriving sugar plantations have dwindled to a few small holdouts and the military has
trimmed its presence in recent years, leaving tourism as
the dominant industry, generating one-fourth of the
state's economy and a third of its jobs.

Mourning incomplete without remains
NEW YORK (AP) One family is planting
flowers in a cemetery where their loved one's
remains will never be interred.
Sonie mourners, knowing they will never get
a body, ask for a memento of ash or rubble from
the wreckage of the World Trade Center. Others
display photos at memorial services instead of
caskets.
With more than 5.200 people missing in the
wake of the trade center attack, many of them
literally gone w ithout a trace, customary
mourning rituals have been disrupted.
Families are coming up with their own ways
to say goodbye, mourn and remember.
"My youngest sister was crying, saying how

are we going to remember mom and dad? She
kept saying we have to wait for a body," said
Pamela Trentini, whose parents perished aboard
one of the planes that struck the trade center.
"She really wanted something tangible. I said
there would probably be no remains."
So the children of James and Mary Trentini,
a retired couple from Everett, Mass., made up
new rituals. Seeds of forget-me-nots, Mary
Trentini's favorite flower, were handed out at a
memorial service, to be planted in a cemetery. A
headstone was ordered, and the family plans to
plant tulip bulbs in the graveyard before the
frost this fall.
"It will be a place we can go to and remem-

ber, even though there are no remains," Trentini
said.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani has said that "given
the nature of this implosion and the temperatures," identifiable remains would not be found
for all victims.
Each day, local newspapers run death notices
with the following words: "Missing, presumed
dead, in the World Trade Center attack."
Gordy Dodge, an American Red Cross psychologist who has been counseling families in
New York, said some "are asking for ashes from
the scene. It serves the normal emotional
process they need, by symbolically giving them
something to bury."

Drunk-driving crashes down since threshold reduction
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — decrease in alcohol-related fatalities
Alcohol-related crashes and traffic of this magnitude."
The numbers show the law has
deaths have dropped significantly in
the one-year period since lawmak- had "a tremendous effect," said Bill
ers approved a tougher standard for Kootsikas, regional alcohol coordidrunken driving.
nator for the National Highway
The 0.08 percent blood-alcohol Traffic Safety Administration in
threshold at which a person is pre- Atlanta.
-Those are big numbers." he
sumed drunk — down from 0.10 —
has been in effect since last Oct. I. said.
Kentucky State Police have
-.The state's 26 percent drop in
reported 6,702 alcohol-related alcohol-related traffic deaths was
wrecks since the law took effect as double the average decline of about
of Sept. 21. compared to the 7,613 12 percent when states adopt the
wrecks recorded in the one-year 0.08 percent threshold.
period before the law. Those
Kentucky was the 18th state to
include wrecks in which police enact the 0.08 standard. Congress
think drinking was a factor, even if has tied it to federal highway conthere was no charge of driving struction money and threatened to
under the influence of alcohol.
shift that money into highway safeThe number of deaths has ty projects if legislatures don't
dropped 26 percent — from 189, enact it.
down from 257.
The new law was the first major
"These numbers are way better change in Kentucky's drunken-drivthan we expected," said Sara ing statutes since 1991, when the
McKinney. the state chairwoman of General Assembly set the bloodMothers Against Drunk Driving. alcohol level at which a driver is
"Kentucky has never experienced a presumed drunk at 0.10 percent.

A bill lowering the blood-alcohol for repeat offenders.
He noted seat belt use in
level to 0.08 percent failed in 1998
despite a hard push by Mothers Kentucky was up about 10 percent
Against Drunk Driving and a hand- during the past year, as measured by
ful of House Democrats. Senate police at the height of their push.
leaders killed the measure, saying That would help account for the
there was opposition on both sides drop in the number of deaths and
injuries — but not the drop in the
of the aisle.
The bill passed last year, under number of alcohol-related wrecks.
"You're not crashing as much,"
increasing pressure from federal
Kootsikas said. "You have to say
highway safety officials.
Lt. Lisa Rudzinski, a spokes- that's a change in behavior."
The new law has had some prob.
woman for the Kentucky State
Police, isn't giving all the credit for lems. The wording of a warning
the drops in crashes and deaths to read to motorists charged with their
the new law. She. said the agency's first DUI offense has come under
"Click It or Ticket" campaign pro- fire.
The warning advises motorists
moting seat belt use earlier this
summer, a crackdown on speeding that if they refuse to take a bloodon Interstate 65 last fall and sobri- alcohol test and are later convicted
ety check points may have also of DUI, they would face twice the
mandatory minimum jail time.
played a role.
"We're using a variety of means However, there is no mandatory
and measures" to make the roads minimum jail time for first offenses.
The issue has put hundreds, if
safer, she said.
Kootsikas, however, gives much not thousands, of DUI cases in jeopof the credit to the new DUI law, ardy and is pending before the
which also provides stiffer penalties Kentucky Supreme Court.

Opponents of industry
park mount campaign

That's why today's woman needs
a life insurance policy of her own.
Farm Life Insurance can help meet your
immediate needs and help secure future goals.
See me for details:
State

Mark Lewis, Agent
305 North 12th Street
Murray, KY
753-9627

State Farm is there for life.
State Farm Life Insurance Company
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

statefarm.com^.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Opponents of a proposed industrial park for south central
Kentucky launched a campaign on
Saturday that will pit the group
against business and political interests.
Kentucky
Trimodal
The
Transpark, which would be built on
4,000 acres of farmland and include
an airport, could bring up to 7,500
jobs to the area, its supporters say.
The site is mostly farmland near
Oakland in north Warren County.
But opponents, including a
group called the Warren County
Citizensjor Managed Growth, said
at a rally on Saturday that the park's
tenants could pollute ground water
in the area.
Ouida Meier, project specialist at
Western Kentucky University's
Center for Water Resource Studies,
said that no amount of engineering

work done by builders could prevent industrial accidents.
"You cannot separate what happens on the land from what goes
into the water," Meier said. "There
are no simple solutions for the kinds
of contaminants that will run off
from the transpark site," she said,
referring to jet and diesel fuel.
Dan Cherry, president of the
Transportation.
Intermodal
Authority which is overseeing the
project, said great care would be
taken in its development. He added
that there's an "element of risk" to
any kind of business development.
Opponents have already gone to
the state Capitol, in July, to appeal
local financing for the project.
They argued that the financial
projections don't support the ability
to pay back $25 million in bonds,
the first part of a 10-year. $79 million financing plan.
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The Murray City Council will hold a public
hearing on Thursday,October 11,2001 at 5:30
p.m. in the council chambers at the Murray
City Hall building located at 207 S. 5th
Street. The purpose of this hearing is to
review a request to a tract of land located at
1017 Sharpe Street from R-2 (Single-Family
Residential) to B-4 (Medium Density
Business).

Procurement and/or
the Auditorium located on the 1st Floor of
the State Office
Building, Frankfort,
Kentucky, until 10:00
a.m.,
EASTERN
DAYLIGHT TIME on
the 26 day of OCTOBER, 2001 at which
time bids will be publicly opened and read
for the improvement
of:

Wood, 1446 State
Route 121 North,
Murray, KY 42071;
#01-P-00231;
Case
Fiduciary:
David
Conner, 1842 KirkseyAlmo Road, Murray,
KY 42071; Appointed:
September 19, 2001;
Attorney: Randall A.
Hutchens, 104 North
5th Street, Murray,
KY 42071.

CALLOWAY COUNTY.
FD04
018
SITEWETLAND:
Clarks
River
Floodplain Wetland
mitigation site near
Murray.
Status
Report Item No.
1-181.90..

Estate of: Katie V.
Adams, 669 Cook
Store Trail, Murray,
KY 420V; Case #01P-0022771k Fiduciary:
Dallas L. Adams, 862
Cook Store Trail,
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: September
19, 2001; Attorney:

Bid proposals for all
projects will be available until 9:00 a.m.,
EASTERN
DAYLIGHT TIME, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26,
2001, at the Division
of
Contract
Procurement. Bid
proposals for all projects will be available
at a cost of $10 each
remittance
and
payable to the State
Treasurer
of
Kentucky
must
accompany request
for proposals (NONREFUNDABLE).
BID PROPOSALS
ARE ISSUED ONLY
TO PREQUALIFIED
CONTRACTORS.
Specimen proposals
for all projects will be
available to all interested parties at a
cost of $10 each
(NON-REFUNDABLE). Specimen
proposals cannot be
used for bidding.
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Notice

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in Calloway
District
Court
by
William
Donald
Overbey, executor of
the estate of Marye D.
Booth,
01-P-011,

BREAKFAST
Biscuits & Sandwiches.
Plenty of Hot coffee.
Starting @ 6:00am, also
serving luch and supper.
Corner Pocket, Almo.

Estate of: Mary Alice
Erwin, 412 South 9th
Street, Murray, KY
42071; Case #01-PFiduciary:
00234;
Albert Crider, 414
South 9th Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
Appointed: September
26, 2001; Attorney:
George E. Long, II,
P.O. Box 447, 908
Poplar Street, Benton.
KY 42025.

Warren K. Hopkins,
405 Maple Street,

Suite B, Murray, KY
42071.
Estate of: Harold D.
Folwell, 1936 Red Bud
Road, Dexter, KY
42036; Case #00-P00234; Fiduciary: Stan
Scott, Sheriff (Public
Administrator), 304
Maple Street, Murray,
KY 42071; Appointed:
September 19, 2001;
Attorney: Randall A.
County
Hutchens,
Attorney, 104 North
5th Street, Murray,
KY 42071.
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
Joseph L. Barnett,
executor of the estate
of Ovie L. Henson, 95P-224, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in Calloway
County District Court
on or before 10/15/01.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

I4EGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
Steve Allen Farless,
executor of the estate
of Marelle Farless, 00P-124, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before 10/15/01'.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

D'S Shirts n' Things

•Home Interiors
.May Kay
and
•Tupperwave
Tuesday, October 2nd
From 3:00P.M .-8:00P.M.
Where: Hardin Community
Building
For more information Cat:
Sherry 437-4811
Chrisrty 753-7008
Dee Dee 527-3076

Notice

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Hwy. 121 N.
Pumpkins,
Mums, Gourds,
Fresh Shrimp,
and ect
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
(Mon.-Sat.)
1-6 p.m.(Sun.)

FOUND: Near college
campus.1-2 year old Blue
Healer, black/white male,
bobbed tail. Well taken
care of. 753-1588.
LOST: Sept. 22. Beagle
mixed. Very old. Tan/white
female. Vicinity Hwy. 972
& 732. $100 reward.
436-5397
436-2730
(Collect) 812-426-1951

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate -30 yr.

Gerry Puckett •Pat Butler •Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

SEEKING Industrial work.
DRIVERS
WE TRAIN CDL DRIVERS Call (270) 759-0650 or
(731)644-2373
IN 2 WEEKS!!
$ 46,000 1st Yr. Potential!!
Call 1-800-995-5832
HEAVY Equipment Operators Needed NOW!! Backhoe, Trackhoe & Dozer.
You can be trained and
certified in 21 days. No
money down. Transportation and lodging available
Operators are standing by!
Call today! 1-866-4328937.
Company seeks one-person Office Manager. Must
be computer literate &
bondable. Send resume to
513-A S. 12th, Murray, KY
42071.
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career9
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits. NO COL?
NO PROBLEM! CDL training is now available in your
area. 1-800-242-7364.

Full-Time
Nurses Aide

Prefer CNA, but
will train interested
person who enjoys
working with
elderly. Good
working conditions
and pleasant
atmosphere.
Apply in person:

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium View
EOE

$2.50 extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide' $2.50 extra for blind box ads.
060

060

lisip Wanted

Help Wanted

PART time reception's
needed for doctor's office
28 hours per week Send
resume to P.O Box 1040S, Murray, Ky. 42071
SONIC Drive-In of Murray is now taking applications for crew members for all shifts. No
phone calls please. Apply in person at Sonic
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
Murray.

LOOKING for Full-time
person willing to work
Garrison Heating & Cooling 753-7600
BIRCHTREE Healthcare is
accepting applications fro
RN's and LPN's full time
and PRN- all shifts. Please
apply in person Monday
thru Friday, 8.00am to
Birchtree
at
4:30pm
Healthcare 106 Padgett
Drive, Clinton, KY 42031

Help Wanted

PART-TIME Bookkeeper
30+ hours, bring resume to
Myers Lumber Co. 500
South 4th; or mail P.O.
Box 350. Murray, KY
42071.
RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shift managers. Prior
restaurant management
experience
preferred.
Must be able to work
days, nights, & weekends. Pay rate will be dependent on previous
Italian Restaurant-Since 1972
management experience.
Seeking FT/F1' help
Apply in person or send
•Servers - days, nights, weekends
resume to Sonic Drive-in
•Cook & Pizza Makers - days, nights, weekends
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Flexible schedules, excellent wages, pay raise availKy 42071. No phone
calls please.
able to persons willing to learn. Good tips for ser‘ m'.
a.
Receive cross-training and have fun at work.
THERAPIST: Part-time
•.for Murray Rape Crisis
Established clientle, excellent food, very
Center. Provide psychoclean environment. Apply in perso
therapy that may address
..:;%;:•o
Contact Manager on duty.
!!.f
.
..." I recent or past sexual assault or abuse to adults
and child clients.
KENTUCKY AREA
QUALIFICATIONS: MasTRUCKERS
ter's degree in clinical psyHow's your home time?
chology, social work or a
Is your insurance paid?
related field, and one year
Good wages every week?
of clinical experience.
Thelhevay Package
Knowledge of Microsoft
Word helpful. No prior hisPuts You First!
tory of criminal behavior.
Home most weekends!
Paid health & life ins. 100%! Background check reEarn up to $915.00,week or more! quired. To apply: Submit
cover letter, resume and
Minimum age 4- CDL 4- 1 yr. OTR
complete references to:
NO TOUCH DROP & HOOK
CLINICAL
Automotive Freight
COORDINATOR
Bestway Express, Inc.
P.O Box 8506,
800-886-7633 EOE
Paducah, Ky 42002.
www.bestwayexpressinc.com
Equal Opportunity
Employer

Paglials

GRAND OPENING
OCT. 1ST

THE BULL PEN
Est. 2001

Upscale Restaurant
Now Hiring

SHED RESTAURANT
Hwy. 80• Hardin, KY
(Formerly Lakeland Restaurant)

(OPEN 6 A.M. -9 P.M. MON.-SA1)
6 A.M. -2 P.M. SUN.

Experienced Mangers
& Experienced Servers
Will train bussers, dishwashers
& kitchen help

.

Between 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Monday - Friday
I 110 S. 5th St., Murray, KY 42071

100
Business
Opportunity

270-759-5030

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week -(13 week minimum)

FUNERALS
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Featuring

All-You-Can-Eat Fish Buffet

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

$7.99.Tax

A final settlement of
accounts has been

* * * * *

Sunday Buffet
Starts 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m
3 Meats, 8 Vegetables, Salad Bar
and Desserts

$7.49.Tax
* * * * *

Breakfast Buffet
Saturday & Sunday 6 a.m.-10 a.m.
Sausage, Bacon, Ham, Eggs
Fruit, Gravy & Biscuits

$3.99.Tax
Owner/Manager
Walter & Bonnie Smith

We Are In Demand Of Men
&
Women Wanting To Get Into
I
The Trucking Industry
i
to
2 Wk Training & Start Earning
32K-42K Plus Benefits
tholdohn
Your 1st Yr
No Money Out Of Pocket. Company Paid
Tuition. Drivers Are In Demand
__

CALL NOW 800-398-9908

Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay
or payment plan.

Friday & Saturday
5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Catfish, Fiddler, Lemon Pepper
All The Trimmings

EXPERIENCED individual
to care for infant twins. 2-3
days per week in our
home 753-4549

RESPONSIBLE 15 year
old will do babysitting after
school and On weekends
Call 759-9215 Have references
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda 759-9553
WILL do house, office.
and church cleaning
753-T016
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802'

CET TRAINED, CET HIRED, CET PAID.
Opening October 5th

Domestic &Childcare

MRS Kim's Thycare now
has openings for infant
through School age
767-0791

Steaks and Spirits

Apply In Person

(Let us put you in touch with the
best services in town.

VISA

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

-

Includes Full Line Salad Bar

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

County Line
Pumpkin
Patch

YOU'RE invited to an in
stock Clearance Sale Featuring:

LEGAL NOTICE
filed in Calloway
District Court by
Jerry Rayburn &
Donna Rayburn, coexecutors,ofthe estate
of Eloise M. Sykes, 01P-027, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before 10/15/01.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

FEMALE looking for roommate to share expenses
on house in country.
767-9117

Just Say "Charge It"

LINE AD RATES

060

020

16270 US Hwy 68E
Aurora 270-474-8890
Open 10 to 5
deceased.
Wed thru Sun.
Exceptions to this FREE!! Want to show your
settlement must be Patriotism? Buy a shirt for
All interested persons are invited to attend
filed in the Calloway $6.95 & receive an Ameriand participate in this meeting.
County District Court can Pride design FREE. 5
designs to choose from.
If further information is needed, please conon or before 10/15/01.
tact the City Clerk's office at 762-0350.
Ann Wilson Airbrushed name available
Circuit Court Clerk, $3 up. Offer ends Oct.
Richard Vanover, Chairman
14th.
Murray Planning Commission
GET a Dish Network
Satellite system free,
Linda Macha
LEGAL NOTICE
installed free.
Planning Supervisor
A final settlement of
accounts has been Requirements are easy,
filed in Calloway just take $21.99 per month
COMMONWEALTH
Estate of: Bertha District Court by for 1yr. & have a valid
OF KENTUCKY
Hines, Fern Terrace, Marjorie W. Lassiter, credit or debit card. Call
TRANSPORTATION Murray, KY 42071; executrix of the estate Beasley Antenna & Satellite at 759-0901 for more
#01-P-00223; of Anna
CABINET
Case
Mildred information.
Fiduciary: Houston Smith,
DEPARTMENT OF
00-P-211, Hunters Paradise Wildlife
HIGHWAYS NOTICE Hawley, 1102 Brooks deceased.
Refuge. 300 Acres, groups
Exceptions to this welcome 270-489-2116 If
TO CONTRACTORS Street, Mayfield, KY
Appointed: settlement must be no answer leave message
42066;
Sealed bids will be September 19, 2001; filed in the Calloway
PHOTOGRAPHER
received
by
the Attorney: N/A.
County District Court
Photography by
Department
of
on or before 10/15/01.
P. Lynn Rogers
Highways in the
Ann Wilson
16 years service
Division of Contract Estate of: Lenard
Circuit Court Clerk
753-1001

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

ild

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any
error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be
piade.

Legals

d pre-

)f the
union,
ng the

ADJUSTMENTS

010

PUBLIC NOTICE

CZ

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

DISPLAY AD RATES

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

ni the
said
is a
wave

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

CLASS F ED

Idlers
n
bor's
randand
ansas

, the

270-753-1916

TIMES

8L

HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
5635 weekly processing
mail Easy No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24t:os
Computers
COMPAQ Computer 3 4
dig hardrive, CD-Rom. 266
mhz Pentium II Processor,
56K modem 5240 7538630

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:

iu are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A;$100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

Experience or Inexperience Training Available

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

Grill Cooks and Back up Cooks.

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Commercial
Waste Disposal 1,,r
Al! Types Of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033
/comet Wear Itabr,J.1// ',pet

4422lie
304 .lain St.. %%moo. KY 42071
1270) 753-1.300 • Toll Ire 1-8101-367-6757

Benefits to include: Medical, Life & Dental
Insurance, 401K. Stock Purchase,
Employee Discounts,
Paid Vacations, Flexible Hours & More.
Apply in person
650 North 12th Street In Nlurray.
Simply

Follow U.S. 64 I and State IIihay

crackerbarreLemn

121.
EOE

1
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Reel Estate

Firewood
H
computer. 60
SEASONED firewood Cal
Hard Drive, 900 mhz Ath436-5394
Ion Processor, 12X-DVD,
CD-Rw. 128 meg ram,
Speakers, 56K modem
$600 753-8630.
14X70 Clayton 3br, 2 bath
KELLERS
Excellent
condition
COMPUTER PLACE.
$9.000. 753-2570
AmacQin.puters $699
16X80 mobile home 3br.,
Upgrades & Repairs
2 bath Excellent condition
Internet Service
w
On 121S
porches $19,000
OBO. Call 753-7655, leave
436-5933.
message.
9a m -7p m
1996 Dutch doublewide
Mon-Sat
28x48, 3br, 2 bath, large
Visa Mastercard
kitchen, Deck and front
MDM COMPUTERS
steps included Excellent
A+ Certified Technician
condition Must be moved
On site service
(270)492-8755.
759.3556
SALE OR RENT. SINGLE
Trailer, Beautiful. Priced
$18.000 Now $8,000. or
250 p/mo., serious inquiANTIQUES
ries only. 759-8317 Days
Old toys, advertising
9:30am - 4 30pm
items antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
NICE 2br. Mobile home
for Larry
No pets 753-9866
CASH paid for good. used
rifles, shotguns. & pistols
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 12th. Murray
QUIET family park in exWANTED Good used furniture 1 piece or an entire
house full Call 767-9100

clusive residential neighborhood with city police
and fire protection close
to shopping hospital and
city transit service $95 per
month includes city water,
sewer, garbage pickup
Coach Estates at South
16th and Canterbury
753-3855

150
Articles
For Sale
16- X100' green house
Redwood truss special
greenhouse fiberglass. (also extra fiberglass sheets
for sale)
Can be seen at
500 N 4th St Murray Ky
or call 270-759-0901
after 5pm 731-644-3625

300
Business Rentals
33'X50' storage building or
shop 16 feet overhead
door concrete floor, high
ceilings
wifluorescent
lights $200. p/month. 607
S 4th St, 753-8809

ASHLEY wood stove
753-1973
EXCELLENT condition 1
year old white oak converted crib w mattress. Precious Moments cover, dust
bumper
ruffle
sheets
guard & mobile 5150
759-9424
MACHINE quilting
531 50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
MURRAY Sport
& Marine Center
•Boats. motors. & trailers
accessories 40°, off
.100011 of 3 in pipe
*Used store fixtures
718 S 4th Murray, KY
MURRAY Sport
& Marine Center
*Chrome & wood grains
display counters Some
old style for storage
shelves
•1000 ft of 3 in pipe
*Used store fixtures
718 S 4th Murray. KY

APPX 1,500 sq ft good
location, heavy traffic
Rent monthly or long term
lease
500 N 4th St Murray. Ky
Call for more info.
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
after 5pm 901-644-3625
OFFICE space S300 p/rno
on Johnson Blvd. in Murray Call 759-8780
SHOP or storage building.
48'x40'. gas heat located
406
Sunbury
Circle
45'x26' building 703 S 4th
St Call 436-2935 or see
Carlos Black

Apartments For Rent
1 & 2br Apartments. Kirk
sey Appliances furnished
Coleman RE 759-4118

1 OR 2br apts near downOVER 5 000 movies
town Murray starting at
DVD. & video games
S200Mo 753-4109
Starting at 52 95 for sale
182 bedroom Apts
Shop early for Christmas
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
Movie World
902 Northwood Dr
714N 12th St
Monday.
SAWMILL lumber
Wednesday Friday
Oak 4x4x8ft $2
Phone 759-4984
Oak 2x6x8ft $1 50
Equal Housing
Oak 1x6x8ft 51 00
Opportunity_
also other lumber
1BR apt available, all ap435-4494
pliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
STORAGE Buildings built 1BR APT for rent All apon site Lowest price in
pliances Pets allowed
5335, mo Call 489-6222,
area Call 437-4877
1BR Apt $225
STRAW for sale
Small pets okay
52 00 bale
Coleman RE
759-4718 Night
759-4118
753-4582 Day

$ DOLLAR DAYS ARE HERE $
Charlie's Antique Mall in [laid Vi ill sell
v our collectibles for (ink S1.00 per day
rent. That's right...for S I .00 per day you
can rent one of our new large and secure
lighted showcases. Your items will he displayed in a prime location and marketed 7
day s each week by our professional
staff. We take care of the sales hassle for
ou and furnish you detailed computer
generated sales tracking reports and
monthly settlements. Experience the
Charlie\ Antique Mall advantage._ -We
want to he your antique mall.- Charlie's
Antique Mall. 303 Main St., PO Box 196.
Hazel. KY 42049. Call 270-492-8175 or
aol ci on.
charlies 1

6'1 great place
160
Home Furnishings

io be

320
[ Apartments For Rent

VERY pretty dining room
suite w/6 chairs A nice living room sectional couch
in good condition 7536937

4-5 Bedrooms- 1 5 blocks
to MSU- partial utilities
paid- gas heat- new appliances 753-1492

2BR apt near university
Quiet neighborhood Deposit & references required Call 753-8854
2BR 1 1,2 bath, covered
parking, extremely nice
Coleman RE 759-4118
2br - $230 + deposit in
Coldwater 489-2372 Call
between 4pm -9pm
3br house
1-2,br apts. efficiency
C/H/A, near MSU
753-1252 or 753-0606
FOR rent: 2br Duplexs,
$350.- up. 759-4406.
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St ,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $3151 month Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F Call
753-1970 Equal Housing
Opportunity.
NICE 2br, 2 baths, W/D
hookups, all kitchen appliances enclosed garage,
outside storage 1504 Belmont Dr, $650/mo + deposit. Call 435-4622.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1, 2 & 3br apts.
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

COMPLETE
AUCTION
SERVICE
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
270-753-5086

UNIQUE open floor plan,
family room has vaulted
ceiling, skylights. 3br, 2
bath, basement rec/workshop, attached garage.
Reduced to $74,00 216
VVoodlawn. Call 436-5067.

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
'For What It's Worth'

HONDA 1995 XR25OR
Call 753-1529

[

(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967

FREE to good home.
Cocker Spaniel and
Dalmatian mix
759-3815

16 acres 6 miles north o
town on Hopkins Rd 753
2861
Wooded land for sale in
Hamlin area. 1/2 mile from
Kentucky Lake. 15 to 150
acres. Starting @ $675
per
acre. Possible owner financing. Owner/agent.
753-8251
559-3272.

Brand new - Expected Availability Nov. 1, 2001
Beautiful Hoofing, updated appliances & cabinets,
spacious closets, energy efficient. Don't miss out on
this fantastic housing opportunity. Call Rita today at
Hilldale Apts. 437-4113 to be first on the list!

LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

3BDR , 2 bath brick house
on Brinn Rd across from
Sullivan's Golf Course.
753-2861

&

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice

3BR, 2 full bath. 13 acres
of land 436-5064
[OW. MOWING
'TV

All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes it
'illegal to advertise any preference, limitation
or discrimination based on race, color, religion. sex, handicap, familial status or national
origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale.
rental or advertising of real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising
for real estate which is in violation of the law.
All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair Housin:
Advertising requirements. contact NA \
Counsel Rene P. Milam,(703)648-1000.

BRICK 3bdrm, 2 bath
CHA, 6 mi from town on
4.85 wooded acres. Partially fenced, outbldgs, orchard, 436-2016.
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath. red brick, double lot,
town edge Consider lease
wioption to buy. Call 7534109
FOR SALE
2br Duplex, Northwood.
$72,000. 759-4406
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Priced like a fixer upper,
but everything new and
ready to move into 2br, 1
bath, carport, utility room
$39,900
435-4632 or 559-8510

6

STORAGE

Used Cars

FREE!
Totally

Confidential
Call Ruthie or Dennis
753-2222
24 Hrs. 1-800-992-7334

2 Jersey Steers 1000 &
425 lbs 489-2127

0111
114

A

800-505-5091 or

our credit hot line
24 hours
877-937-2886

Vans
95 Dodge Caravan 7-pas
senger. Clean. 753-0114.

Used Trucks
2000 Nissan Frontier XE
King cab 39,000 miles
$12,000 270-247-2790
'72 Chevy truck 350 V-8,
longbed
auto, trans
Great potential as restoration project $1700 Call
270-767-0710 and leave
message

A affordable hauling. junk
clean up, tree work, gutter
cleaning. 436-2867.
A time to take care of your
home. Affordable work
done to perfection building. remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, roofing,
siding. concrete, fences.
furniture design, and restoration. Free Estimates.
753-4380
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns. Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished. Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates. Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
AFFORDABLE Electric
•Commercial,
•Residential,
*Remodel.
"Quality don't cost it pays".
759-2488.
ROY HOLLAND'S
AUTO REPAIR
All Types of Auto Repairs
306 Industrial Road
Monday-Saturday
7 30am-5pm
753-0520
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
fx
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

,,therP,
-Moving=
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

:az

1991 Dodge Dynasty. Excellent conditio,_ well maitamed, AM/FM, air, power
locks, cruise. $2,350.
753-0913 after 5pm.
1991 Hyundai, red with
sunroof automatic. 2 door.
Body and interior in good
to excellent shape. Will
need new motor eventually. $700 OBO.
Call 759-9215
1993 Ford Probe, green.
automatic transmission.
new tires all around.
$2,500. 437-3921 after
5pm
1998 Honda Civic 4-door,
loaded, looks new, never
any body work. 270-4354579.
1999
Cougar.
Silver
47.000 miles. Power everything, sunroof, spoiler,
6 disc changer. Excellent
condition. $12,000 080.
(cell) 270-752-0227_
92 Chevrolet Corsica
107,xxx miles $1,500
489-2394
'97 Nissan Altima GXE
4dr , auto, power. $7500
Call 270-354-9596

GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE

MNO

EASTSIDE

1988 Labaron convertible
Good condition $3,000
OBO 753-7602

NEED

3

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Used Cars

Divorce? • Bad Credit? • Bankruptcies?

DEF

CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

1997 Jeep Gran Cherokee
Limited. Silver, w/sunroof.
V-6, leather, CD w/infinite
stereo $15,300. 489-2699
Want to buy: 8x10 storage
building

1998 Toyota Rav4L 4x4,
Black, 45,xxx, loaded,
power sunroof. KBB.corn
retail $17,200 will sell for
$16,200 Call Aaron @
3800sqft 2 story log
762-6649 or 762-4367
home-- 13 acres fenced
1999 Jeep Grand Cherow/pond-- 60x30 shop
kee Excellent condition
120x50 barn w/riding
30,xxx miles $19.000
outbuild3
other
arena-753-7930
ings-- 6 miles east of Mur96 Grand Cherokee Lareray. Phone (day) 753-1844
do White, ext cab, 84,xxx
(night) 753-7687.
Many
extras.
miles.
$10,000. OBO. 753-7684.
&Weep

TDD d1-800-545-1833 ext. 287.
(Mice Hours • Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
After hours appis. available or call our
toll free number I -SOO-837-2509, ezt 108

5BR.. 2 bath, unfurnished.
Centrally located within the
city. $500/mo.. $500 deposit. Available immediately 753-5865 days 4928859 after 4PM
BEAUTIFUL.
excutive
home on 1 acre lot. 4br, 2
bath w/ bonus room. 2 car
garage Serolus inquiries
only, Available 01/01/02.
753-6002
391-1020 pager
EAST of Murray. 94E &
1346 area Cute 1br. $295
per/ month plus security
474-2520
HOUSE for rent in town.
3br $350/mo +deposit. No
pets. 753-5109.
LAKEWAY Lake Home, 3
Bedroom. 2 car garage
$1200 Month., $2000 deposit (9071479-4935,

Courtesy Auto
Plex has auto
loans available for
slow pay, medical
bills, divorce,
repossessions and
bankruptcy call
Kenny B at

470
Motorcycles & ANS

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
POMERANIANS for sale
489-2245
SHARPAE puppies, AKC.
2 females black & fawn, 2
males black & cream. 6
wks old, shots & wormed.
Females $375, Males
$400. 731-584-9072 or
731-220-0207 (voice mail).
SHELTIE Puppies AKC
(Toy Collies) 1-270-3548211
SHIHTZU AKC. Ready to
go , beautiful colors.
731-352-0037
731-642-5151
2YR old Chow/Collie mix
Free to good home 7590213

COMING SOON!

2 - 4br Houses
Near downtown
753-4109

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

Sport Utility Vehicles
Li

ALL-NEW APARTMENTS

4BR Townhouse
119 Main • 753-6266
Coleman RE
7594118
Lawn & Garden
4br. Diugutd Drive ColePREMIER MINISTORAGE
man RE 759-4118
LAWN Mowing Repair
•inside climate control
Tiller. Go-carts 4-wheels DUPLEX, 2br Apt inside
storage
ect Free pickup and deliv- Mayfield city limits Call
*Security alarmed
(270)898-7042
ery 436-2867
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
1BR across from•MSU on
•We rent U-Hauls
PINIWOOd
16th St Newly refurnish*Heated Boat &
ed partly furnished. appliRV Storage
Also tree ances, W&D $325/mo
FIREWOOD
753 9600
service 486-2562
Cali evenings 527-5176

V

STORAGE building to
rent 45x26 Located it
back of 703 S 4th St
250/mo Call Carlos Black
436-2935

Used Cats

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
•Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers

1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

Pius...all other home improvements

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

M & T Painting
Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-759-4979
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling. Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling. Rotten floors,
sagging roofs. Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372.3-0353
A
contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in:
*Driveways,.Parking lots,
*Subdivision paving, *Seal
coating, *Stripping,
•Chip & seal.
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated.
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537.
Asphalt SEALCOATING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor"
•Compare our work
*Compare our prices
•References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guarantee
•Fully Insured
*Free Estimates
270-759-1953

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
•Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
•Wrinkle Repair
•Quick Drying

753-5827.
MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
Friday Openings Available
•Lawn mowing,
*Landscaping,
•Bed mulching,
Residental-Commerical
Free Estimates -Insured.
270-753-6772
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
FENCING
Midway Fence_ All types.
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured.
Dickie Farley, 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
GUNSMITH/REPAIR
Specializing hot bluing
Bore sighting. Buy, sell or
trade. Free estimates
753-1529
J&D LAWN CARE &
LANDSCAPING
*Power seeding
*Leaf Removal
(270)759-8912
JOHNNY-WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
•Intertor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858.
ROOF LEAKING"
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
437-4407
210-6268

LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
.pecealizing in emstorn Workman-4mo
See Yinir End Results Before Your Final Decision

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULLY INSURED
OWNER: JIM OSBURN

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick •All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Drivesv ay s
David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

Lamb Brothers
:411 Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED& INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr. Service

rCHRIS KROUP'S
WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

(270)436-2222
ustom Furniture & <_abinetry
Antique Repair & Restoration
Wooden Sculptures
Quality & Creative Home improvement
Residential/Commercial

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
l'ittt I Lamb
Remo al

C.4
REPAIR SMALL ENGINE
& A ii. APPLIANCES
fint MitIM 1

I. pH

1 1/1 ,11 I

/, to 'iii

Ii Iled'h"1 OS I /14110

104 N. 13111 St.• Nittrray.kl. 42071

()nice: 1270) 753-1252
('dl: 1270) 559-6107
lic take can. ol :11.1. your worric‘tii•

I
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To Advertise Your Business Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916
To Get More Information.
2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $5004 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

VISA

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have irritable
bowel syndrome, cliverticulosis and asthma. Everything I eat affects either my
breathing or my stomach. When I have
severe diarrhea, I usually experience an
asthma attack. Could this be related to
stress?
DEAR READER: Yes, it could.
Irritable bowel syndrome is a poorly
understood, cyclic disorder of the
intestines, marked by abdominal distress, gas and either diarrhea or constipation. It is often aggravated by stress.
Asthma, too, was once thought to be a
stress-related condition. However,
experts now believe that bronchial infection and over-reactive airways disease
(spasm of the bronchial tubes) are more
logical causes. In any case, asthma itself
is a source of extreme stress. Therefore,
I'm not surprised that your irritable bowel
and asthma attacks may be related.
Diverticulosis (sacular outpouchings
from the intestinal wall) is common and
causes no symptoms.
I urge you to work with your doctor to
control your asthma with bronchodilator
drugs. Once you have accomplished this,
the bowel problems may improve.
Most asthmatics are not bothered by
food. Rather, the primary problem
seems to center around what's in the air.
For example, pollen, smoke, animal dander, and other allergens often trigger
asthma attacks.
On the other hand, certain foods such as spices and chocolate - may
exacerbate the symptoms of irritable
bowel syndrome.
So, I think that you need to involve
your doctor and-perhaps-a dietician
to sort out the pieces of this puzzle.
Maybe something as ubiquitous as a sensitivity to milk sugar and dairy products
could be the source of your problem.
To give you related information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Irritable Bowel Syndrome." Other readers who would like a copy should send ;2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167,
Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What causes acid

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

reflux in the stomach? Is there a treatment for this condition, other than ulcer
medication?
DEAR READER: Acid reflux doesn't
occur in the stomach; it occurs in the
esophagus, which is not lined by a protective mucous coating as the stomach
is) and is, therefore, especially susceptible to irritation by gastric juice.
At the junction of the esophagus and
the stomach, there is an opening in the
diaphragm that is ordinarily controlled
by a sphincter. This ring of muscle acts
like a valve by preventing backwash of
irritating stomach contents during gastric contraction.
However, in many people - particularly those with hiatal hernia - the
sphincter is defective. When the stomach contracts, acid contents flow back
into the esophagus. Called gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), this
causes heartburn, indigestion, gas,
maldigestion, and -in many patientschronic cough.
Medication to reduce the formation of
(excessive) gastric acid is the mainstay
of therapy for GERD. Such drugs
include Prevacid, Nexium, Prilosec, and
(non-prescription) Zantac,Tagamet,and
Pepcid. This treatment is almost always
successful and will prevent symptoms.
Patients with reflux do not need to suffer. In special circumstances, surgery
(to repair the defect) may be necessary
and is usually curative,
Here are some practical suggestions
for patients with GERD:
- Avoid food, such as spices and alcohol, known to aggravate symptoms.
- Don't lie down for at least 30 minutes after eating. There's no sense in
increasing reflux with gravity.
- Don't stuff yourself. A full stomach
is more likely to cause symptoms.
- If you're obese, lose weight.
Abdominal fat deposits can press on the
stomach and worsen symptoms of GERD.
- Use antacids plentifully, if need be.
In my experience, however, the medicines I mentioned above should both prevent symptoms and relieve discomfort.
- If symptoms persist, despite the
above suggestions, check with your doctor.

DEAR ABBY: In January or
1994, my loving wife and best friend
of 47 years passed away. I was devastated, but I am also realistic. I
was 71, healthy, virile, fun-loving
and enjoyed life.
A little over a month after my
wife's funeral, I was tired of being
alone and went to a resort. I met a
lovely woman there, and a few
weeks later, I called and invited her
to dinner. We spent more than six
hours talking, sharing a couple of
small glasses of wine, and were
more interested in each other than
the food.
When I got home, I received a
call from my younger daughter and
was given the third degree. It was
only the beginning. In spite of the
interference, this lady and I continued to enjoy each other's company.
We lived together for a year and a
half and then married.
I gave my daughters one of our
family trusts to allay their fear that
someone might get something they
thought was all theirs. It didn't
help. They continued to drive a
wedge between my wife and me. I
later discovered they put a tap on
my phone. So, where did all this
lead? You guessed it. Divorce court.
It has been a year and a half; I
recently met a lady on the Internet.
We have been writing and talking
on the phone almost daily. Three
weeks ago, we met in Paris and
spent a great week together. No sex
was involved - just a great time.
The lady plans to come here to visit.
Tonight my younger daughter
informed me she intends to run her
off.
As far as my daughters are concerned, I don't need a friend, a companion or wife. They are worried
that someone besides them will get
whatever I have left. They tell me I
don't need anyone;just our family is
enough. I love my grandchildren,
but to be honest, I don't need my
children running my life.
Abby, the lady in question is in
her late 50s, is well-educated, entertaining, intelligent, and has a good
job in her home country. I hate to
put her through what they did to
my previous wife. Should I sell
everything I have and move to a different city or country?
DESPERATE
FOR A LIFE OF MY OWN

LOOKING BACK

to separate from your daugh
ters - and it's likely you'll have
to sacrifice your relationship
with your grandchildren. I urge
you to talk this entire situation
over with your attorney. As
your new relationship progresses, the woman will need to
be protected from your daughters no matter how far from
them you move.
tee

DEAR-ABBY: I just finished
reading the letter from Thom
Somes of Pet Tech Inc. The information he provided concerning pet first
aid was invaluable. However, I
would like to expand on one of his
facts.
The leading cause of death in
companion animals is not preventable accidents. It is euthanasia.
According to the Humane Society of
the United States, an estimated 4
million to 6 million companion animals are euthanized every year in
America's animal shelters.
There are two simple solutions to
the problem of pet overpopulation
and the needless killing of adoptable animals: Have your pet spayed
or neutered, and always have an
up-to-date identification tag on your
pet.
Thank you for getting the word
out, Abby.
JACK FISHER,EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR,LEE COUNTY(ALA.)
HUMANE SOCIETY
DEAR JACK: You're welcome.
If my readers take your message
to heart - and Pm sure many of
them will - countless lives of
companion animals will be saved.
tee

Dear Abby is written by Pauline
Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
tee

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Shelby
Morgan of Murray, sophomore at
Murray State University. and Carrie
Smith, Paducah, senior at MSU,
talking to students at Calloway
County Middle School about the effects of neck and spinal injuries.
Quilt Lovers of Murray hosted a
Quilting Bee Sept. 26, 27 and 28 at
the Calloway County Public Library. Quilts of all types were
shown.
Births reported include a girl to
Denise and Thomas Bain. a boy to
Lori and Charles Duncan and a boy
to Melissa and william Hayden,
Sept. 25
Twenty years ago
A stronger runway is expected to
be in place at the Murray-Calloway
County Airport by next spring, according to Dr. Hugh Oakley, chairman of the airport board.
Dr. Vernon Gantt of the speech
and theatre department of Murray
State University was elected first
vice president of Kentucky Association of Communication Arts at the
meeting at Park Mammoth Resort,
Cave City.
Jeannette Storey and Glenda
Black were winners of the Bass 'N
Gals Club's fishing tournament held
out of Kenlake Marina.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Farm Extension Agent Ted Howard said 1,500
horses in Calloway County have
been vaccinated with serum to prevent VEE (Venezuelan Equine Encephalitis).
A light increase of enrollment
has been shown for the fall semester

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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1 Toss
4 Newsstand
9 Puppetmaker Baird
12 Jurist Fortas
13 Loosen
14 Lemon
beverage
15 Train
restaurants
17 Item to dunk
19 Mortar
trough
20 Mushrooms
and yeast
21 Europa's
lover
23 Early jazz
24 Morays
27 Botch up
28 St
Valentine's
mo
29 Donate
30 Egyptian
sun god
31 Breakfast
grain
32 "Unforgettable" singer
33 Compass
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direction
34 "Titanic"
award
36 Humid
37 Wk. day
38 Dolphin
habitats
39 Melancholy
40 Gael republic
41 Harmful
bacteria
43 Barrel
44 Horticuttural
art
46 Unites
49 Fury
50 Tidy up
52 Strong alkali
53 Voice vote
54 Time periods
55 Still

at Murray State University. The enrollment is now at 7,053, according
to Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions
and registrar.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Carson.
Sept. 24; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Max McCuiston, Sept. 25.
Forty years ago
Murray-Calloway County Airport Board has voted to name the
airport, Kyle Field, in honor of
Verne Kyle, an original member of
the board and an ardent supporter of
the airport until his recent death.
Lou Bryant was elected as Murray High School Football Homecoming Queen by the football
squad. She was crowned at the Murray-Fulton City football game with
Murray posting its fifth win of the
season. Attendants to the queen
were Mitzi Ellis and Leah Caldwell.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl .to Mr. and
Mrs. Warren D. Mathis and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Ross.
Fifty years ago
Sgt. Elbert L. Morgan, Jr., 21,
son of Mrs. Lona Morgan of Model,
Tenn., and nephew of Mrs. Ernest
Stalls of Murray. has been reported
killed in action in Korea on Sept. 6.
Morgan's father drowned in Kentucky Lake last March.
The Ellis and Myers Popcorn
Company in Hazel is now open for
business. Owners are Herman K.
Ellis and Adolphus(Skeet) Myers.
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles spoke
about "Signs of Our Day and The
Bible" at a meeting of the Magazine
Club held Sept. 27 at the home of
Mrs. Hershell Corn.

ribbAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Oct. I. the
274th day of 2001. There are 91
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 1, 1961. Roger Marts of
the New York Yankees hit his 6Ist
home run during a 162-game season, compared to Babe -Ruth's 60
tome runs during a 154-game season.
On this date:
In 1885, special delivery mail
service began in the United States.
In 1896, the U.S. Post Office established Rural Free Delivery.
In 1908. Henry Ford introduced
the Model T automobile to the market.
In 1943, Allied forces captured
Naples during World War II.
In 1949, Communist Party
Chairman Mao Tse-tung raised the
first flag of the People's Republic
of China during a ceremony in Beijing.

In 1962, Johnny Carson succeeded Jack Paar as regular host of
NBC's "Tonight- show.
Ten years ago: President Bush
strongly condemned the military
coup in Haiti. suspending U.S. economic and military aid and demanding the immediate return to power
of President Jean-Bertrand Aristide.
Five years ago: A federal grand
Jury indicted Unahomber suspect
Theodore Kaczynski in the 1994
mail bomb slaying (11 an ad executive. The minimum wage rose 50
cents to 54.75 an hour. NASA began turning over day-to-day shuttle
operations to private industry.
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By FRAZIER MOORE
Nowhere to be seen: President
AP Television Writer
George W. Bush, popularly porNEW YORK (AP) — Facing a trayed as intellectually deficient by
nation rocked by recent tragedy. "SNL" regular Will Ferrell.
In an interview earlier in the
"Saturday Night Live" blinked.
Typically irreverent, often defi- week, Michaels noted the difficulty
antly rude in its comedy, the long- of dealing sensitively with a disaster
running NBC sketch series opened that left thousands missing and the
with a tribute to the victims and nation on edge.
He pledged that "SNL" would
heroes of the Sept. 11 attacks.
Then it ducked the tragedy and treat the attacks "in an emotional
anything else topical for most of its way, because that's the appropriate
way," seeming to forget that wellseason premiere Saturday.
a
In
"cold
"Can we be
opening,"
funny?."
New York
Mayor
— Lorne
Rudolph
Michaels
Giuliani
'SNL' Executive
stood on
Producer asks
NeW York City
the show's
Mayor
Rudolph
familiar
Giuliani
set
with
some two
"Why start
dozen
police, fire
now?"
and rescue
— Rudolph
personnel.
Giuliani
"On our
The mayor's
city's darkreply to Michaels
est day, our
heroes met
the worst of humanity with the best
of humanity." said Giuliani. "Our
hearts are broken, but they are beating, and they are beating stronger
than ever."
Then, after Paul Simon saw:
"The Boxer." his classic anthem of
pain and courage, "Saturday Night
Live" executive producer Lorne
Michaels greeted the special guests.
"Saturday Night Live' is one of
our great New York City institutions.- replied Giuliani, who has
urged New Yorkers to return to normal life. "so that's why it's Minortant for you to do your show
tonight."
"Can we he funny
Michaels
asked him.
"Why start now'!" cracked
Giuliani with perfect timing. It was
the night's funniest line.
Most of the remaining program,
whose guest host was actress Reese
Witherspoon, stuck to off-the-rack
comedy that could have been written months or years ago.
Skits topics included a flatulent
infant, a retelling of "The Little
Mermaid" as sexually promiscuous,
ssith
and celebrity "Jeopard
impersonations of Anne Hectic.
Sean Conners and Chris Tucker.

tuned satire can steer clear of _guffaws and ridicule to make a
heartrending point.
Only during its spoof newscast
"Weekend Update" did "SNL"
address the tragedy with humor, in
the form of several mild-mannered
"reports":
•Prime suspect Osama bin Laden
is thought to be hiding out in "places
remote and barren, where he is
unlikely to encounter others" —
namely, in theaters showing the new

Mariah Care fib' "Glitter."
• An organized crime spokesman
responded to charges that the mafia
stole scrap metal from the twin towers ruins by saying, "Hey, dah
mayor TOLD us to go back to
work!"
Then "anchors" Jimmy Fallon
and Tina Fey appealed to viewers to
contribute to the Twin Towers relief
fund as a toll-free number appeared
on the screen. They weren't joking.

Takm a more confrontational
approach to the current crisis, the
online version of humor magazine
"The Onion" got record readership
this week with its "Attack on
America" issue.
Headlines from the parody newspaper included "U.S. Vows To
Defeat Whoever It Is We're At War
With," "God Angrily Clarifies
'Don't Kill' Rule" and "Hijackers
Surprised To Find Selves In Hell."

The number of visitors to the
"Onion" Web site last Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday exceeded
1,000,000, eclipsing its average
weekly number of 950,000 readers,
according to Jason Dinkelmann,
Internet business coordinator of the
Madison, Wisc.-based "Onion."
"What 'The Onion' is trying to
do is express some of the things its
readers are already thinking about
the tragedy, but in a funny way,"
Dinkelmann said.

Looking at our name, it's easy to see how
you could get the idea that we're the hospital
for Murray and Calloway County only.
But we aren't. Hospitals aren't created to
serve cities and counties. They're created to
serve people. And more and more, the people
we serve live far beyond our county line.

Library group
releases'most
challenged'
book list
NEV, \ ORK (AP)-- The "Harry
Potter" series, John Steinbeck's "Of
Mice and Men- and Maya Angelou's
"I Know Why the Caged Bird Sin)zs"
were among the 10 hooks most
"challenged" last year as appropriate
for schools and libraries, according
to the American Library' Association.
The list coincides with the 20th
annual Banned Books Week, which
ends Sunday.
"Banned Books Week serves to
raise awareness about censorship and
remind Americans that our freedoms
can be fragile if we are not vigilant in
protecting them." Judith Krug, director of the ALA's Office for
Intellectual
Freedom.
said
Wednesday.
The ALA defines a "challenge- as
a formal. written complaint filed
with a school library about a hook's
content or appropriateness.
Criticisms, usually by parents,
include Satanism (the Potter series),
offensive language and violence
("Of Mice and Men-)and racism and
sexual content ("I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings)."
The ALA reports 646 challenges
in 2000, up from 472 in 1999, and
believes this represents just a fraction of actual complaints. Krug said
books, however, rarely end up being
pulled.
The list is also sponsored by the
American Society of Journalists and
Authors and the Association of
American Publishers.
Included are Robert Cormier's
"The Chocolate War," cited for violence and offensive language, and
Caroline Cooney's "The Terrorist."
controversial well before the Sept. 11
hijackings.
"The Terrorist" is a young adult
novel about a boy killed after being
handed an explosive package on a
London train.
"The complaints are because the
alleged terrorist is an Arab." Krug
said.

They live in Benton, where we built the
Medical Arts Building of Marshall County.
They live in Cadiz, where we partner with
Trigg County Hospital. They live in do:ens
of rural areas that we reach through our
home health services. And soon they will
live in even more places. Because we're taking

But as we do that, just keep one thing in
mind: Our heart and soul arid leadership
remain in Murray. Everything we do to improve
healthcare in other areas also improves the
quality of our care at home. Which means
additional specialists, better technology
and more services for everybody, no matter
where you live.
So not only are we taking healthcare to
new places in Western Kentucky and
Northwestern Tennessee, we're taking it new
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